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Preface
Wliere the sun shines in the str-eet-
There are very many feet
Seeking God, all imaware
That their hastening is a prayer* - -
Perhaps thes.e_ feet would deem it odd,.
{Who think they are on business bent)
If someone went
And told them, "You are seeking Godl"





I. Whence 'Came They?
The gang-planlc was lowered. Hundreds of eager fhces were turned 
toward it. At last, nothing separated them from America, the "Land 
of the free and the home of the hrave!"' There were Italians, Jews, 
Scandinavians, Irish, Slavs, Syrians, Portugese, all coming to 
make their homes in America. Long had they dreamea about the new 
country where people had enough to eat and to wear, where their 
children might receive a good education, where they need not be in 
constant fear-of the officers of the government, the land of peace 
and plenty^
How. they had scrimped and saved to come tO'Americai There were 
men in the -crowd that waited to leave the steamer. Safely' tucked in 
their pockets were the few dollars that were to start them out on 
their way to great fortune. As they etood there ready to cross the 
little bridge into the new -world, some .of them were' thinking of 
sweetheart's' they had left behind for whom they must worlc and .save 
that feora^day, they, too, might come to this new land. There were 
husbands and fathers who had ventured aloher to .prepare -a home for
their wi ves and children still in the did country. Jherc were* child-
«
azenr.in the top* funny little peasant’s clothes eager to get off .^.nd be 
busy” investigatirig the wondera of- the new home. But most' fascinating 
to us -were the mothers, worn and haggard after thp long gourney, 
with crying babies in .their arms and* tired children clinging to their 
skirts*
Eagerly we scanned the facies to* discover .'Slavic types. There 
was a.group of. Russian women, not far from them “some Poles, very 
near the .railing some that we thought-.must-be .Southern-Slavs. The
bright c'olored-isilk .scafs and shayrls-, th^ir peasant, boo'ts -and sho^t
, (1)
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skirts*"sh'owed signs of long and wearis’ome travel.-Their journey was 
nearly' over, hut no_ expression of joy nor expectation shoto on ^their 
faces, ^hey were stolid, sad faces of women who had -grown oldl while 
'their years wer# still young, they showed signs 6f hard -toil,- of , 
suffering and oppression. Would their drooping mouths ever smile, 
their tired, eyes- light up with joyt
As we watched these w6men we recalled another picture, the^ 
**Landing of the Pilgrims.*' How much like those hravefpilgrim mothers 
were these immigrant women todayJ- in spite of our modern civiiiaa-
tion,‘ it still takes our age ahd bravery to make America one’s
\
home.. Did they know, we wondered, how long in this-. newlLand v/as the 
path to peace and plenty And hovr filled with thorns ahd ro"cky places? 
Did. they know that they would be huddled togetner iri crowded houses 
in 'dirty neighborhoods, ’would be at. bec-ause of their 'queer
clothes and their odd names? Did thbv realise'“how long and hard 
they and tfielr husbands would have-to work shut away from the blue 
sky and -sunshirie? -Did they understand how soon those children who 
were clinging so closely to them how in faith would learn the lang­
uage and- adopt the neW customs -and lose respect lor their old-world 
mothers? Did they know that they were the huniari fuel that'^kept the 
black smske rolling out uf our great factory ehiianeys?’We knew the 
sorrows they were to face but longed to tell them of the joys,too, 
that waited for them in this our native land. Public schools, lib-r 
raries, parks, sympathetic nurses and doctors, but best of all, 
women waiting to be their friends, churches with open doors ready 
to tell them of the living Christ who brought the message of abund­
ant life, Where were the Stars and the Stripes, the bands, that 
with their warm c.blor and martial music might 'welcome these weary
3
\
mothers and "bring smiles to their tollworn faces-?
Before stepping upon the gang-plank, one woman turned her gaze 
backward as if to look for the last time upon the place from which 
she came. Her arms were empty, perhaps she had left a little body 
hurried in the homeland* And the others? Were they sad because their 
hearts and thoughts,, too, were back among the folks at home? There, 
were* no doubt, old mothers whom they, jnight not see again, children 
whom they could not take with them on this first trip, neighbors 
and dear friends whose farewells they could not forget* Soon we 
found our eyes leaving their -facea and gazing out across the great 
ocean, over the unknown lands from which these women came. How much 
we could tell .them about' their nfiw home and how little did y^e Icnow 
about their old homei What had they left behind them? What kind of 
houses did they live in? Did they come from the city the country? 
What were their duties, their pleasures?' How different from their 
old life would their new life be? They were stepping out of an aid 
civilization into a new, what were they brii^ing with them?
The first and second class passengers had left the steamer and 
now hundreds of peasants were filing up the gang-plank to finish 
their entrance eequirements into the United States* As they passed, 
the words kept repeating themselves like a refrain, ?*Whence came 
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Chapter Two
The Backf^round of the Slavs
V
II* The Background of the Slavs
A* Who are the Slavs?
1^ A brief historical bcakgrounde
Cartoonists have pictured the Slav as a very stolid, heavily 
bearded peasant, uncouth and wild. 'For centuries the term "Slav 
Barbarism" has been emphasised in Europe. For years the word Russia 
or Poland suggested nothing but a medieval form of inquisition re­
sulting in exile and hard labor in the mines of Siberia. Today, 
the terms Slay and Russia are synonyms for anarchy. But when the 
truth is known, we find the Slavs to be a mighty race of people, 
not yet developed, which should be judged not by their past rulers 
and systems of government but by the real soul of the people. The 
cause for the system of Siberian exile, the constant uprising of 
the Slavs, and finally, the great recent revolution in Russia, are^ 
not indications of a quarrelsome, barbaric people, but a strong
• KfV
race demanding’"enlightCJ^ment and culture against the barbarism of
autocrasy. - «
* %
In very early times the Slavs were masters, of a great empire 
which included the territory of Muscovy, Austria- Hungary, all of 
the Balkan States, two-thirds of the German Empire, a part or Italy 
and a large part of Scandinavia. This was, indeed, the time when 
the word Slav was bearing its most beautiful meaning, "Glory". Thog 
Though no date can be fixed for the arrival of the Slavs in Europe, 
the first time the word "Slav" is mentioned in historical records 
is 600 A.D. when Jordanes, a Gothic historian, mentions them among 
the unsettled peoples of Eastern Europe. The Roman historians Pliny
Tacitus, and Ptolemy in the first and second centuries refej:red
to the- Slavs as Wends. In the invasion of Europe, the Teutons pre-
(6)
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oeeded the Slavs and ge'ttled among highly civilizea peoples, hut ^ 
the Slavs settled in a civilization as hleak and raw as the climate. 
As they worked their way south they were in constant warfare with 
varipus invaders. The kinns, ^Tartars, and Mongols tried- to brush 
the Slavs, But, in spite of these foreign groupd, the Slpys always 
retained their Slavic characteristics.
By the third centiiry Slavs were in the Balkan penninsula. 
Steadily they grew in imp.ortance in iilurope. At the end of the fifth 
century they wepe“masters frorti’^the* Alps, to the mouth of the kibe, 
and from the Black^Spa to the Baltic Sea* as the Ciermans pushed 
e^st- ward an(i met the Magyars, who in turn met the Roumanians, the 
Sla.^ were dividedj and .since i^at time have been classified as 
Northern, ifiastern; and Southern Slavs. The Northern Slavs are. the 
Poles, G^zechs, luscitan^Serbs-^, and- the Slovaks; the pastern Slavs 
are the Russians who are divided into the tireat Husslans* tl^ose of 
central Russia, the white Russians of western Russia, and the Little 
Russians in the- Ukrainian district. The Southern Slavs are the 
Bulgars and those found in Jugoslavia, the iCihgdom made up of 
Serbs, Groats,- Slovenes, Bosnians, Herzogoviniaijs, and ‘Montenfegrans, 
Today^ .Slavs comprise over one-.fourth of the population of 
Burope, their -number being esJbimated at something -over^'tw'o hundred 
millions,.-There are'appr.oxi'mat.ely one hundred and aixty eight mil­
lions of ^RuB8i%ns, thirty itiillions* of Poles. and^-Czeehoslovaks,- 
twenty millions of JuSQslays and .Bulgars, and eight millions of-all 
kinds of Blays in the United Sjbates of ^tnerioa. Tire area c-overed 
by the Slays’ is. iimenBe. Russia al.one occupies one j,e.venth of the. 
surface of the earth. The political and geographical area Qf 
Slavs.»s.tretchea from the Arctic .Ocean on the north to the Black
8
^nd Adriatic seas on the south, and from- th^ Russie-n Islanda'^of the 
Peicific to the Baitiff, thence .along the rivers Elbe, ^ulpr, "and 
Raah, hacE-to the Adriatic.. It is the just dream of all -the Slavic 
leaders that somedajr all the Sla.viQ nations shall he (.united -in a 
gfeat Slavic United States -of the/Wcrrld.
Slavic Traits.
Anthropologists are ?ronfour^ed in trying to determine exactly 
the origin of the Slav* ^hey throw out many conjectures, hihe all 
oihersraces, the,Slava-.in. their physical traits show ^ interniing» 
ling of‘many races* Because they cp^ver such, a vast territory and 
have come inth contact -with so many peoples, it is hard, to .find a 
true ’^Slavonic type**..But, though the Slav may have Hongpl, Finnish, 
or Tartar blood flowing through his veins, he belongs to the Aryan 
family and is as‘muo-lr Indos* European-as lihe-Anglo- Se^n*, We cannot 
say' that, the typical Slav Is light, or dark, tall or_ short, for they 
run the entire- gamot of physical -traits*- In ^Serbia the Slavs are hu 
real Apollos averaging about si? feet three inches in heighth while 
the average Ruesian is short* There are bl<5^ Russians and dark 
Russians, blcji Pol-ee and brunette Serbs and Bulgars* Though there 
is. no ^Slavonic type* there exist distinct differences among the 
various physical, traits of ,e^h of the Slavic states* A Montenegran 
is a Hontenegran eind a Russian a Russian*’
-*Man is not measured by his body heighth but by his mental 
light*-, so runs a Serbian proverb# If we cannot speak of a ■^"'Slav­
onic physical type" we can spaak of a *Sl;aia;onlc soul"* Though .each 
of the Slavic nations .differ iu some respecte-certain fundamental 
spiritual characteristics are present -in sill* yjhiXe the Russiein is
melonc'holy his Serbian brother is ^ay and lighthearted-; the Bxa-
^ga3:laa =Gj5id-blooded'--an^ xjai.culatifens'rTatur^e gajyes. way. to a t "
,T?.liant disposition in,-the Jole; the Qzegh hhs ^:reat^ initistti~-v)e dnd- 
business capacity, .while tho Bole If^jking^dh husihesB Ability has' -- 
great powers of Oirghnizhtion* The .Slavonic soulr iB^-firh't charact­
erized by its idealirsm* KffvBr- satisfied with his' achievehiehts^, the' 
Slav is striving ever toward the best, the Veatesti the. ultimate- 
in whatever-he- attempts* He is capable ‘of a ^ery ki-gJi degree’ Qf" in­
telligence -and, where opportunity haa been- graWed,^haV>feepme"- 
very cultured and refined* ^ striding characteristic of the Slav 
is his versatility* "Ho^ Sla^vis j'ust a teacher^ a carpenter, or a 
mu^cian. ihe foll>owing diacrj^ion of Borddine who is known in the *- 
western world' by his- music is .a good .e3Campie„ of 'Slavic versatil- 
ity; - ^ % = - > .
*-Borodine was most -r-emarkable combination of very musical 
abilitie&s Borodine the >surgeon and dootor; enj dyed a nation-Mde 
reputation; Borodine the chemist made hiany valuable-disc ovWies'and 
wrote' treatises which are recognized universally' as remarkable 
contributions to'Science; Borodine the-philanthropist and educator * 
was tireless frofti early morning till night; Borodine. the^flutist, 
the violiniat, and pianist, rivalled the best-virtuosi^ of his time;^ 
and Borcfdine. the -composer''was, according-to Liozt, one of the most 
gifted.orchestral inasters of the nineteenth century.P^l
ProfesSor Radosayldevich in his voliunes entitled,.**Who are the
Slavst" gives the-following description bf the Slavonic spirit:
-/ ■
*iThe Slav of today is strong and capable' of doing-, as well as
suffering, ^anything when his heart is -in it; he is at bottom pious,
simple, kind, and loves'peace; he is very-patiSnt, sober, thrifty,
capable of laborious, effort, peculiar-t© an agricultural life^
1. Art in Music -
10
Eossessed of great povtdra "efidendurance and perseverance, iiojne-lov- 
ing and devajed to_ religion and enthusiastic, f,03^ the^ idea^ls of iium^ 
anity. Mast of-.iha Slavs are illiterate,^ but ne.vertlieless theii* 
morals are exc,eibjLent; in patp^iotism they far surpass their in­
struction# ^ j.nstinct,. tradition, and moral sense th^ love free** 
dom; but they also possess, a wakening thirst for Jcnowledge and love 
of truth. Music and song are the natural gift of the whole race... 
The object of all culture and civilization of the modern Slav is 
human well- being.*^
B. -The -Rehiglous Backi^round .of the .Sla.vs;
^*The Slav is organically religious. “Let art and the whole tre- 
mendous fabric of modern civilization per'ifeh, only let the soul of 
man f in4 salvation and peaceXolatoJj, the incarnation of 
the reiigiouB soul cf the Slavic .peoples. From shortly ^teft; the 
time of their conversion to Christianity until modern times, the 
Slavs-have ,formed the bulwark which .protected Christendom from the 
Huns, tho^Avars,. and the TLurks. The price in liyes, in X/1 «onstant 
warfare, a^d in years of retarlded culture ,was hea^y ^But witl; C 
Ciiristian falth...and.Christian f ervex they played theix .part, tqday 
Europe, owes hej: progress in-civilization in a very large degree to 
the Slavs, who saved her from destruction.
hike sill people .in the primitive stage the Slavs pessessed a 
mythology. .Slavic literature, music, and art are made rich h;y the 
many mountain, wood, and water ny^hs, the numerous gods of fertil­
ity and harvest, and various evil spirits. ,The Slavs were converted 
to Christianity after the separation of the Easterh and Western 
Churches in 864 AtD* The first, of the family to receive the new
faith was^the l^zechsi The early attempts of the German Roman mis-
11
Bionaries -were unsuccessful. But later, two Greelc monks. Cyrir 
and hxB^ broker Itethodius, apprcached' the Czechs. These two Church 
fathers translated into -the Slavic tongue the riturgy of the Greek 
rite and the-Epistles and the Gospels. They developed- an alphabet 
based upon the Greek, which is called the-^Cyrillic alphabet and. is 
used hy the Russians'.- Serbs, suid Bulgars today. With the service 
in their own language, the Christian Church appealed to the Czechs 
and-about 860 iihey renoiinced the'ir heatrien gods and adopted the 
God of the OreeJc.Church*
^bout -this^-tim^ 30 tradition tells us. two "pirate Russian 
princes o^ Kief. Askold and Dir. when invading* Constantinople were 
converted’to Christianity. They returhed*'€o-Kief-and set about 
preaching the new religion. A'ceritury later. Princess Glga, who 
was the mother of ^he''reigning ^rincV Sviatoslav of Russia.-was 
baptized into the Greek Churjch*_.A short time later her*'grandson.*" 
Vladimir., journeyed to GohstAnt:^ple -to witness the celebration ■“ 
of the Greek litjirgy under the dome of St .Sophia. Upop his return 
to Kief in 987. the whole population of that' great capital wasj
gathered -together and baptized' into the Christian faith in -the 
river Dnieper.
Under the. influence of Clement, a disciple of Cyril and Meth­
odius. about 900, Christianity and theBlavic liturgy were intro-
duc_ed. among the Southern Slavs,. The‘Moravians. Serbs, and Bulgars, 
accented Greek Christianity. The Poles through German Roman in­
fluence ,accepted the Roman Church as did'^so the-Slovenes. Slovaks, 
and Croats# But it was with great difficulty that the Roman* Church 
succeSded in winning them. Methodius had hoped t'6 unite -ail the 
Slavs under one--great national Q^urch^ making them, a -third branch
of the Cat?.oUo church. But £er.cr: this
12
ot the‘-Catholic Church. But Home sensed this and 'through" seoret in­
trigues caused the failure of Methodius"' plans# Thus, the great 
family of the Slavs* today'.are divided hetwe'eh the''l|r.eeJl£ and ^
Churches# A'bout ten percent adhere to tha^oman Church, .'In ‘her 
fail’ure to win the liussian Church Home succeeded fh making‘s d com­
promise with a few^parishes in the Ukraine. The^'churches retained 
theiir 'Slavic rite -and iitur.^ hut acknowledge the Pope of- Rome.- The 
Church thus formed is-aeaied'the Uniat Church to which a few Slavs 
adhere#
The fall of Constantinople, which bore disastrous results for 
that branch of the Greek Church, left the Russian branch -unharmed 
and gave it'-greater’’power-and indepehddzlce# Moscow-was raised to" 
the jTdsiti'on of a.-P~a‘triarchatev^ S^or derituries, RuVeia- had been har­
assed by #orei&n' invaders’-and;-by enemies at^’homeVBCit; after 'var­
ied end bitter struggles# le'd by the'Metropolitan Philafet Ron^- 
'off-, they'def eated "all their enemiesj philaret was 'made Patriarch 
and his son Michael^ 1613, wa& crowned G^eir# This Twas the begin­
ning- dfi what de^loped under Peter, ‘the* Great, into, the Russian 
theocratic'forgi of go-Vernment# "
The Protestant Reformation-was.^pau^urated by-a'Slav, Jan'-^b#- 
Bohemia, converted by the Eastern-Church', finally was:-won o-^^er to 
the Roman Church#. However#^-the Czech leaders hever satisfied 
with this Gonditibrir Cdnstahtly they fought for political and ‘re­
ligious freedom# At--last, -Jan Hus,- preacher and profes’soir at the 
University of Praguei fearlessly and openly denounced the perhi-- 
clous practices--of the Roman (Thurch# He turned'to the Scriptures 
as the-only authority, he called the-clergy back to a life of
purity, he urged" that "the people be-givelr-’l'n their own vernaculeur
i3
tine real message of Ghr'lst.^ and that the Saorement of Communion be
' - ^ * ’'t * ' ,. ' f
administered to the people in-both, hinds. Por ‘this, Jan Hus-was
' I V-'. ■ . 1. '
summoned to Gonstanpe,. tried-as a heretlo, and burned at the stake.
But in-the words ^f huther as he entered^ vfor'ms," Hus wa^ fcned at
the Btaifej,bhttnot the truth with hlnu-« ffollowing,-his death =o«ne
the Hussite wars, first the victoiy and then- the defeat of the Bo-
The triun^h of the Catholip. Party in, 1620^ was a fatal
blow to the Czechs. But the patriotism, the religious zeal, and the
martyrdom of Hus will never be forgotten-. In the home of eveiy
Czech d;he picture of their great national and world herdeis most
revered.
With this complete subjugation of Bc^emia it is well to pause
’ - • - r I..
and note the religious eind political standing of the entire Slavic 
family. Bussi-a. adhering almost entirely to the Eastern faith had
developed into a strong nation with a national church. Serbia and
” - i '.I '
Bulgaria also of the Eastern ChCirch, though sometimes under the yoke
of invaders, emerged free and independent states. But the Poles.
< *•
Slovaks, Groats, ^d Slavenea., adherents of the Western Church, like
It? ,
Bohemia, their freedom. 5?-0^"and, pnoe the prowdest^ and'greatest
of the Sla^vic nation^, thxough the. intriguing of her Roman. Bishops
who turned tr-aitor*to their Motherland, fell a prey'to Germany,
Austria, and the German-influenced rulers of Russia* The Creates,
Slavenes,. and_Slovaks, along with the Czechs were swall(^d up by
^ * * -
the Dual-lTonarchy, Atistria-Hungai^^ But true to the spirit of the
■ f ^ ' ' >■
Slav, none of these countries submitted gracefiilly to sul^Jugation.
:5he ruling powers were kept constantly on the. "qui vive" lest the
■
Slavs surpass the^
we have eaid that the Slav ie oraanically religious, we have
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« • ^
said that he is freedom loving and democratic, we must say furth-
er that mere .clerical religion never appealed to him* The spirit
* ^ ^
of Jan Hus, of Tolsto^, and the modern revolutionists against the 
empty forms .of the Church all testify to this fact* Americans are 
prone to consider all Slav? as either Romanists or ^astern Ditlj- 
odoX) when'as a matter of f6U)t, these faiths have- been pierced- by 
sec-tarianism* As a reVolt ageiinst. mere formalism many sects have
*■ . V- T
Sprung up in Slavic landa* The Moraviani^rethern of Bohemia, faith- 
ful fo.2?lowers of Jan Hus, are well known in America. Earlier -than 
these the Bogumili of the South Slavs sprung up*. They were averse
j ‘ , t ' r
to all images, even the cross. During the last century in Servia, 
the Hazarenes f ormed a Christian sect very similar to the Bogumili. 
When we stari to discuss the Hussian sects we have an endless task 
for Russia, is filled with division* Chief among, the various relig- 
ious sects of^Russia are the Raskolnics, Stiindistsi'Dukhobortzi, 
and the Tolstoysy* At present 'the national Church is split into 
several factions -but meeting in one council*
Out of such a religious background do the Slavs come to Am^r-
V
ica* The Serbs, Bulgars, and Russians adherents- of the Eastern 
Churcii, The Poles, Czechs, Creates, Slovaks, and Slovenes Roman
* ^ yw.
Catholic* Yet all of them in a condition of Religious unrest, 
pierced hy sectarianism and atheism, or shattered by revolution*
C* The Slavs in Science* Art#-and literature! -
The contribution of the Slavs in the fields of science, art,
and literature is enormous* Only lately Are they being recognized
1.. ' ’«
in America as a race possessing remarkable creative genious* Their
' * -w.
great creations, as far as Americans were concerned, were indeed 
"burried treasures". The great percentage of illiteracy which we
know exiats 'among the SJLavs/is ,not dueHt.to §. lack*^f mental’ capacity 
but-"to the meagre.^e]ducational- systems jot Slavic .cotint-riesi TFhicJi , 
lin turn, are the result of the .oppression jelther from .without .or, 
i-in case of Russia, ^from a foreign influenc^ed government* ^But where­
ver the Slav JaaJl.had ah opportunity ‘for educatipn he has ,shown 
himself keen,-».elert,^’^find wonderfully creative#
' rl* Slavs in-Science; . . ^
-..The Jiisthry uf science dahnot^'he written without the^ naai^ ^f 
'Eopernik, known to the world Copernioug.^ Kopernik, a ^ole^ ^is- 
•treyed- the Ptolmic- theory of-the Universe by discovering that the 
earth was not the^centye of th'e. universe -^but thatsun eiround which 
the earth revolved* in the^science of.education,the ihfluence of 
the- Czech. KomehSky ’ (Co'menfas ) * is-equal tc^that of "Bac on and J)8 s- 
cartes* iUnong-^ote r^fecent.'*educator8-Tol8tfcl^*is' one of ..the most 
dignifioaht* Much could be Written about such men "and women. $t8 
Boshkovioh, Sikorsky, Menelyev, -Ostrogoreki, fixopatkin, Ifadame 
Curie )[nee^Sklodow8ka)y petroijevic, and others. We must not pass 
the name of.i.Nikola ^e61a-without comment.' Tesla, now a citizen of 
the United, States, but the .son of a jaerbian priesti. is one of the 
World's greatest.inventors# . * j.
**.In„1915 when.-Tesla received JthevNobel.Prize .in physicsi (to­
gether with EdiSbn)^ the "Electrical Experimenter", Dec#,1915, 
points out; * - K • ^
•Without wishing to minimize Edison's tremendous Ability, the 
fact is well, known that he. is not so much, ein original inventor as 
a genious in perfecting existing^lnventions* v.
In this.respect Tesla‘has-perhapp be^n the reverse for^.he has
%o his credit a niimber of brilliant as well as original Inventions
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wh.ich, ‘how'ever, have not been Bufjfio iently "perf ec'ted to permit 
comtnerciai exploitation .*• While Teslh’s- inveiftionS^'^ve-not been 
s^o ntimerouB as Bdison*s the world nevertheId‘B§ -owes T^esla ai tre­
mendous debt. The-modern transmission of- power islectrfcally 16 due 
entirely to Tesla. I^ower in high'frequency cxirrents showed
the true geniou's bf the man..-.. It is not pppularly known, but the 
fact rfe'ma'iris that Tesla invented a system of transmitting wireless 
imptilses through ether in 1893, three years before Marc'oni began 
his-historical wirelesa experiments.• Hr.Tesla^’s patents now 
number^ over o'ne hundred-..".!
In'"Bibl6gy, Anthropology, Mathematics, Ehiloaophy, P^yc'holoy, 
Folltical Economy, Ijaw and Jurisprudence,' 'Jiductftlon,- ]ft4iLioipgy^nd 
and Theology," the'Slaya have done their share o_f work.''-Mor has 
their work- been merely .blind f’Ollowihg, it has-teen original^ crea­
tive, and has made most valuable cont'rihuti-ohs to the knowledge of 
the*’ world'*
•F. Slavic Art;
Innate in the soul- of the Slav- is'the love of beauty in- every 
form'. The ’art- of the' Slav springs Bpofltan^usly*^ from the sbul ^ that 
feels that life abundhnt and real must ^ave its' full-share of beauty. 
In .spite of his niea^re resources, ‘the~ Slav’has been able to'live 
eimong-beautiful things bfecauseUe has "been al5le to fashion them', 
they .have been a natural ancL vital paht- of his liife. 'Slavic art is* 
uni.versal in the Slavic race eirad hot developed 'by a small upper 
stra'^ta. While the upper classes, forgetting whatever they poss- 
eased of their art, borrowed" the art of Western Europe, the peas­
ants who were 'in the very large majority, expressed 'the* true Slav­
onic SSittl naturally and without immithtion. Ivan Jfestrovitch, the
l..RadoslaTljevitoh -“Who Are the Slaves- v i V
* -voi.l,- Page 143.
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Miahelangelo, of the. Southern Slave, and Vasili Vereetchagln of 
Russia, rose from among the peasants* When machine made articles 
began to be moje .common the peasant handworJc began to^4ecline - 
and. there-was a rapid.movement, to gather peasant art intp museums*- 
With the new rise in Slavic nationalism much^,is, being done to pre­
serve the peasant art in every form*
MJcei.pepple the- world, over, the Slav? expressed their lo.ve of 
beauty first in personal adornment and then in the 4eoorati6n-’pf 
their l^oniss and house-furnishings^- Grrjeat emphasis* is 'placed, upon 
the holiday attire; on festival days, tije ^drllnge green.is gay -with 
bright colors* A woman?.s, c.ustme^ae ^i^de up of-'A-fulV.jkllt^H^e— 
skirt of hand wo^n-material, 8Ln^ apron fastened-arojmd the w^ist by 
either .a^ narrow or .wider girdle^ a;-vest over a-wji.i^te^ waist with, 
large sleeves* Her feet are shodvin bp.ots and her. hair is piled in 
beautiful, design up6n her head and topped offj.wi-th a c^p which us­
ually beays a great meaning* Each- piece of thg costume is, beauti­
fully embroidered* The designs vary-with theLi>art of tbe c-cruntry,- 
as in fact, entire costume* In...some places,the geometrla
patterns-predominate, while-animal .designs, flowers, or aiohitect- 
urel'pre.ynil in others* BeautifiU. necklacesi beedg, ear^ri^gsi and' 
brooches complete the worn’s attire*. The'men dress ©ore si©ply^ ^ 
their costume containing an embrpifiered shirt, trousers, a leather 
belt, and high boots* Ae modern machinery becomes more cpmmon this 
gay,, holiday attire .will pass away but the artistic ability used 
in fashioning .it will appear .in other* fprms*
In some place€ the Slavic village.s are made up of rows of houses 
side by side facing the street while in other places the hoUSfesg
are hidden in the o3X)h6irds* .The typical Slavic home is made of wood
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with a thaiched roof* Here and there' the old mud huts still may be 
seen- with' only a hole in the wall to emit the smoJce, The houses 
are smll or larger according to the wealth of the peasant'. Thd 
out-buirdings are grouped close’ to the house -and^usually Consist of 
a shed for stoclfand field" iiflpleraentB', a dark roour for- all sorts 
of supjxlies, a’pigsty, and a place for grain.''The hpuse contains 
•one large' living room and a loft for sleeping' purpCses. The out­
side of ■‘the 11611868 are very often whitewashed arid de'c orated* with 
bright colored'-designs. The posts that-Support thd veranda, the 
■roof, cornice#, window freunes, and shutters are'all adorned with 
handcaryirig. ■'interior of the house is eitl^^daitewashed or made 
of smoathly polished'-hoards upon wHich oil color’designs are paint­
ed. Carving, ajfedars all through the'house, cupboards,^ shelves, 
ceiling- beamsi plates, j’ugs'i cake molds, boxes, spochs, 'everything 
is' carved.-^ The same thing is. true -of the farm implements, the- Slav 
even carVs his axe handle. The stove is a -very imirortaiit part of 
the livingroom. Spmetlmes it is used for sleeping purposes as well 
-as cooking and'warmth. The stove 'is made of clay or brick and in 
some rare' cases -of tile. Around the sides of the rpjpm bunks are 
found and in'hne c'-ofner-a large bed upon which is piled grdat 
feather beds' and soft pillows* -Jlmbroidery again is displayed in the 
bedding and on 'the towels that are hurig around fide walls. Besides 
the towels, gsy colored paper cut -in fancy designs, fantastic 
bunches of straWf diaper flowers, holy pictures and icons decorate 
the walls^ Wherever ones eye falls there he sees a thing of beauty 
hand ‘wrought "by the members of the family.
'*^-3. -Sla'Vib -Music;
Juat as Slavic art took its rise in tlie heart of ‘the people
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sp’4116. gipejat-Slayic comppaer^ found the pattern fo?’ thlir*'mu&ic in 
the, soul of the^ People* of the^S'lavio Gpuntrlea haa ^ „great
vari-e,ty.,of./oU£-songs:’pexii4.a xanie first injAational b^iadryr.while 
Russia ia richest ftfllc-l-orp and fairy ialesi--Th^ Ruasiair jpeas- 
artt!s J-ife-is aiwayis ^expresped in song, f ro^i ihe pradl^ to the- 
grave .evpry eye^^t pf his life ia sung. ^ile‘the Jlusaiaa Spi^g, is 
inclined tp be sad and melonoholy the Czech)!# S^y nnd jLightheart- 
ed» yhe Poles neglected their folk-songs as^bej.ng^ beneath t^e , 
flchl«-ota, therefore- they-have- a much smaj,:l-ar ■collection pf , these 
gems*- -Ja tha-la^t-fJLfly: years collections of. fp.JJ^-songs'have :been 
made inwall the;plavtc, ponntries. _ '
. ^ach o-ountry. has* its partio.ular musipad-expression. ‘0f the . 
Czechs*, it is said -thaitsvery boy' is 'born ytlth s. viol-ia in his- 
hand. Jn Gzebhoalo'mkta‘a schaol. master, jioes not teach-onl/the’ ^ ' 
three^ r^s bjut, he organises bands,^ orchestras* and Singing' elubsj 
llusic la a- vital part of the Bohemian school program* Vtlthou^'; the 
dance-.is popular^ in all these countries, perhaps, Poland exeells 
in her beautiful polonaipe^- Cracovlenne.' and Masurjca. Xhe Guslar 
is peculiar to §erbia-» With his* little, twp^.stringed guitar-like 
instrument which he plays with 3^ J^ott, the^-Guslar-isjl^^s ail the his­
tory of his nation, and k,eep# the yery- lowliest of the. peppie Ijit 
formed of all herrviotories,'her injustices.*, and. her sglories.. iEhe. 
Russian..folkVsorigs- are sung ^either by the .single, voice oi in chors^™. 
uses'-often accoinpanied by the national, instrument .called tha.:balal- 
aika* ihe melody of the Rusaian folk-songs > is fanta^^ic and.,grhc:fi3r
the. harmony'is transparently clear with beautiful,^sof.t cadenc­
es, and the rhythm is wide allowing- great liberty.
All- the rgreat "Sla'idc’ raasters'of music' have .aphieved- their dis­
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tinction because of their originality in using the folk-songs as 
their teachers* J^he great church music of. Russia with which we 
connect the names of Bortnianski and Lvov is based upon the songs, 
of the peasants. Though Russian classical music had its origin in 
the folk-song and Church music, not until the coming of Glinka and 
his great opera, -"A Life for the Czar* in 1836 can it be said that 
the Russian school of music had begun* Glinka was not content to
c
imitate the music of "the western world, his idealswas to create 
life from life. Jn order to accomplish this he went back to the 
folk-song and created beauties that, eminated directly from the 
soul of the people, following Glinka, -in spite of bitter criticism,
~ “ i 4 r
Largomijflky undertook- to carry out the development of a national i
* i ' . S 1 ‘ ■
music* The transplanting of national tendanclea into music, which
Glinka and DargomiJ.sky^ were first to acoomplish and. for which-they
«
received bitter scorn from the nobility, is one of the greatest, J
achievements in the music world*in the last century^ The music of 
Chaykovski, Rubenstein, and the •Five* is no longer Russiari/music si 
alone but belongs to the world*
«
It is a fact, that the South Slavic music .inspired Lieat's 
finest rhapsodies euid Beethovin*s •Pastoral. Symphony^* Chopin.made 
immortal the beautiful instrumental folk-songs of Polsoid in his 
mazurka and other dancess*. Smetana and pvorak, Rohemia's two famous 
composers ^Iso based.-their work upon the folk-tunes* Smetana's mus- 
io is characterized by a simplicity of musical Idiom, its purity 
and tenderness, and its tehdersand endless appeal* He is best known 
by Ms great opera "Bartered Bride" • Pew other musicians-have•i •
• -V *
attained the splendor and luxury reached by Dvorak* H® is known
# *
hy hi»-aiavpnla Dances, in tbLe choral field by his wonderful
•* 4- C..
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•Stabat Mater", and is particularly loved -in America for his "Sym-
phony from the- Kew World*^ which he wrote while visiting America and
‘ - - . ' ' ’
in which he featured the -Megra melodiea#
/ * V '
Xt is aewfelinhnDwn saying that a suffering and opp.iressed. nation 




Just as ^Slavic music and -art took, their rise among the peas­
ants -SO Slavic literatiire.-came up from the people. Lomonov, the 
father of Russian grammar and. the true founder of the JRusManlltt- 
erature, Kardazich, the father of Serbian,literature, She^vchfenko. 
a national.Russian-Poet, and the world famous^-Haxian^ Gorky of-Russia 
were all peasants,, self made and self educated. Of the Slavic pop- 
ular poetry the Serbian-,ls'.miqst, iii^qrtant# It has been handed down 
from generation to generation and much of it is oflcunknown anti­
quity. There are thotisands of Serbian legands, fairy tales, ballads, 
nnd. songs carried from place to place and from father to son. This 
pqetry sprung from the heart of a poetic race. The oral Russian lit- 
erature is called "Tales of Old Ti^mes" and is divided into seven 
cycles beginning with ^the very earliest ^roes and coi^ij:^ up to 
modern days. In Littij? RusS'ia this poetry of the people is. called 
the "Dumi of the Cossacks.."
Of this popular literature the world knows very little, but . ' » ■ * , *
all. people know and respect the formal literature of the Slavs.
Adam Hickievecz, the great Polish, ^pet^ Goethe called the "poet
.r ‘ ^ ^ '
Laureate of the World." The historical novels of Sienkiewioa are v. 
well known in all literary circles. Among his novels, ."quo Vadis" 
iB most often read and was one o£ the first novels to be featured
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on the- acreen.- Joseph Conrad, the son of Polish exiles from Russia, 
■leads Ihe-present -school of English fiction. The Capek brothers of 
Czechoslovakia are startling toe'world with their creative genious 
expressed in. such dramas as.^«Ri'C.R.-«-President Masaryk, the son of 
^ Czech ooachman by the .way, is one of the greatest philosophers, 
educators, and journalists of the world. When the words Russian lit­
erature are^ esq^reetsed our min4s ajce.filled with..great ^men^,Pushkin, 
Gogpl** .^urgenef, .I?osto®vski‘i|r-> Tolstoi, ^and many others are
loved- the-w9j^ld'-around«- The keynote of all Russian literature is 
simplicity, naturalness, and veraoiousnesg. Most of tl^eir literature 
has been produced during great struggle and hardship and their 
writers have used, their pens to defend the poor and thu- oppressed. 
Through all 'of their literature a democratic spirit is evident, a 
true universality, and. a love of humanity. Chekoy is undoubtedly 
the greatest short-story writer of the world, he is Russia at her 
finest,
D. Conciusion;
Ke liave glanced hastily at the Slavs in scieLnoe, art, music, 
and literature and have seen pictures of the latent’power in the 
Slavonic nature^ Only a very small percentage of the Slavs have 
been allowed education and culture, yet, what a wealth of beauty 
they have contributed to the world, Row that they are being freed 
from oppression and are being givep. opportunities for learning,and 
greater seif expression, can you not imagin the United Slaylc 
States of Europe sometime leading the culture of ^Jurope? There are 
eight millions of Slavs in America, must we not turn to them for 
beauty to soften the harsh lines of matePiAlism and efficiency?
Ought we to permit people who come out of such a rich background 
to forget their heritage or should we no% encourage them to add
2*i
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'tiielr contribution to 'Amcr^ic^ui liifb?
' Chapter II>
Questions-for Discussion.
Kame locate t^e. Slavic countrl’es and give th^ religious ' 
.backgroundsof each.- . - ,
I
■2.«,l^iat relation does the Slavic peasant bear to Slavic culture?
3. *‘Hame; and. discuss three Slavic Scientists, five each of Slavic 
‘wi^iters, and-musicians*
4. -In the light of HistojQr. what can you say of thg mental capacity 
-of the* Slav?
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Ru&8ian Imigrant Woo^n* ^
Ju A Brief Historical^Bacjcground:
!•' IntroductionT;he S9?4 JQf a. Rugsian Woman; *. . , ,\
^ -5.
Pushkin, in hls'chief hoyel in versej. E.yg33.eniy pnyeghin, 
■beautlfhUy chafac.tert8e8._th$ real woman: <of Ruseia, As a simple 
country girl, Tatiana-falls,in love with Onyeghin, a. typical so- 
ciety man of his day,- But Ony^s^in pays no attention to the naive 
love^ef- this oountry^maiden* Ctrcumstances sepajrate the two. Tat- 
ieina's mother insists iq^on heir daughter going ^tp^Moscow, where she
4 4 %
marries an old general. ^^uoh,a marria^e^ quite naturally brings her 
to St. Petersburg, „wiier*e^ she a^ain meets hardly recog­
nizes «!IJatia-na*.in- herynew- life. fgJ-ls* madly in-love with, l:\er and 
writes-r^eated'ly. tQ> her„hut_,she,»4pe8 notegU-Swer-him. HAt; last, one 
day, ha finds her reading his l^tersy her «yes faull- of tears, -s-nd 
makes-hena paasionat-e declaxation':of his Icrye. Jo this Tatiana: re­
plies, in ^a monologue that-a generation of RusMan women have, «a;ied- 
over* ! ' * , -
.’•Onyeghin,. I iKas*-y3ounger’their and bstter lookiflig,'I suppose, 
and X lovedLyou...* but the- love of a ooimtry girl offered nothing 
new th Onyeghin. He j?aid-no-^attention to har.^.^Why then does he 
follow|3^er now at every step? ;}ffhy -syclK A^i.splay of his atteptions?
Is it because .she is ^uow rich .^d,-bel;ohgS to the high society;,- and 
is well received at Court?: - *
‘“Because my fall,- in. such condition,^ -
^Would be well noted everywhere, 
x /uid bring you-an.-envied reputation?"
And she "continues;
•^or,me, O^-e^hin, aja this wealth.
This showy tinsel of Court life.
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All iny Buooe888B in the world,
* ^ Jjy well- appointed house arid' 'balls*, "
^ ffor 'me are noughti I, glad,ly would _
"Give up these rags> this^masquerade.
And all the brUliajxy and din,
' Pol a small, shelf of books, a garden* wild.
Our weather-beaten house bo popr,
Thosb' very—places where 1 met 
With you', Qnyeghin, that first time;
Arid for the churoh^ald of‘ oUr village,
TOere now a cross, and shady trees 
- Stand on the grave of ray poor nurse.
And happiness was possible 'theni 
It was so nea-xi-^
She supplicates Onyeghin to leave her,*!, love you,"- she says:
■ ^'ffhy should I hide from you the truth? 
i ‘ But' I am given-^;o‘another.
And true to him I shall remai-Qj*-!
^ ' ‘ ^ *
How many thousands of young Russian women, have plater repeated 
r
these same* verses and said t© themaelves/^I woiild gladly givp up
. f ^ r n i * I
all these rags and all this masquerade of luxurious life for a
' " • ^ ' I 4
small shelf of books, for life in the country amidst the peasants,
. I
and for the grave of my old nurse in our village,“ How many have 
done i'tl Although the average immigrant Russian woman is uneducat­
ed to the degree that she can neither read nor write in her own-
t •*'
language, yet, sui^ly, she has latent within her the possibilities' ■ j 'i V L
of a Tatiau^a^
2. Who are the Russians?
Among the Russians we find tr^ qs of many races but two in
1 , s' * ’•
particular, the Pinn and the Tartar, Russia has by no means been ab*
v' , ’ '
sorbed by the Pinn but on the contr^ has been able to .assimilate 
the Pinn and keep the Slavic element predominant. Between the thir-* 
teenth and sixteenth centuries Russia-was invaded "by the Tartars, 
l£,Leroy Beauliew concludes that «the Tartar influence oaaifiiibSiS^d
3^^.1*Ideals emd Realities in Russian Literature^ -’iKropatkin,
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was great,^ "but historically and politically only, and'not racially. 
i;he Ta3:tar element whatever its historic influence may have -been 
remained alien and,foreign to the rest of the hatidn.*-It was neither 
assimilated, as happened in the case of the Finnish element^ nor 
did it assimilate, therefore, we see that the Russians are pure 
jSlavs.
..One,.of the ^places-where, the Tratar influence ananifeeted ‘itself 
waa in the condition of women. The-*terem^ with its "twentyseven 
lochs^ was the vogue, and" thereby hangs the taXe^. The story is 
much lika thosa you read of Turkish women today. Women of the up- 
p’ei ciass'ee were confined to the "te'rem? where* no nian, save the 
husband, was flowed to come. The girl's parents arranged for Her 
marriage', and her face was hidden from-her husfcand until after the 
wedding ceremony. Education for her iiasbnnfinawh^lahdttruliL^ the Rus-
' , c t
Sian woman ii-ved .a •veiled" existence.
5. The liberation of the Russian Woman:
To Peter, the Great, the Russian woman owes miich. He went a- 
broai. incognito-, and studied the. life bf Western Europe. Upon his 
retxrrn, he instituted d'3/astia refofcms. Up until this time Rus-
Sian men were wearing* the' feiany-dolored, Ibesd'robes” of the East, and 
the long, flowing beards. Peter insisted' upon the use of Western 
clothes, aiMi s'having of bear'dS. The lat'ter ous‘tom is supposed to 
have been inaugurated in a very characteristic way at the first ball 
held by Peter on his reiurh. It is said that he stood at the head of 
the receiving, line with a huge pair of" scissors in his hand*-As the 
guests filed )?y, Peter applied’, the soiesorS a'ncl the .guests parted 
with thei-r beards.. Then, peter ordered the women who had been^bon- 
fihed to” the "terem", wXves of n'oblss.^d merchants, to be released.
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'andupon them being dressed Iri'WSBtern clothes* J^rriage 
was no-longer c'bmpulsory arid the betrothed were permitted* to see- 
-eachother be^re the"‘wedding day* Thbse, pf course, wer^ bUt'a-few 
of Peter^s many reforms* '
In 1762, C.atherine-II*'‘ was placed upon the throne* her, thfe 
wo’men..had another champion* She, too,- was a reformer fully in s^hiw
f
p€ithy,.with ‘West'em culture* fhe-Prendh Influence-was very* strong 
'in-Jiuseii. at this time, though it .did not penetrate beneath -the 
upper classes*, tint'il Catherine's -reign ■^ere^were -few- schools for 
men and* nolle for women* In 1764,' Qatheri'he astaM.ished Smolny Ins­
titute, where ^the girls-of ‘th'S ‘nobility and clergy classes were
sent 'd& 'pripils*.' It was no nioi^ than a f inishirig school where French, 
>
dancing, ahd/etiguette-were--taught, /et it w€id-a great‘--step to take 
toward the education of women* Between the years of 1782-and J.800 
the total enrollment of all the-schools in-Rusia-wets 176,7-30, only 
seven percent Vf'-these were girls* In other words, in 1800 only 
12,595 girls were in Russian schools.
fn'1812,' when the ragged, defeated ends of Bapolian's prowd 
army were skulking back to France, many of the- s'^oldiers were- ca;i^- 
tured' by'RussiaJn'families. 'Host of these captives were well train­
ed an^ iducsted men hnd.were ^“empldyed by the-Russians A& tutors 
-to their daughters. Thde,- to more girls wds offered the opportunity 
for education thdugh they learned'to read and write the French bet-* 
ter than theif'owh language*
In the year 1800 the'-first High ScdoolsdcrOff-ymnaaia were o- 
pened for girls. These schools Offered*a coiirse of ei^t years, the 
upper grades corresponding to the American High School and two
years of College. The subjects^ taught were langdagee and litera-
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ture.^each girlii'being required^ to master two'danguages#
Thfi^year’ 1861 is a-. Very, important date dn thaJiistory-of Rdssia. 
Xiio.ugfe. i^ marks no‘distinct'advaxjpe-in tiie''ed.nDatlon of women, it 
is ■ the year when millions o^ serfs with their wives and-fihttatens 
vjere freed. Though n^otiations: for fheefraedom jof serfs had.^one on 
since, the rtlgn^-pf Catherine^IX.^..It. remained ta fee completed during 
the reign of Alexander II, Thisrwas when education shduld have^-heton 
come general in. Huspia, butr just.as the *United States ^made no pro­
vision for the education of the Uegro when he- was freed, so educat 
tion was denied .the freed serf. It is from this class'that the vast 
lOajotity^of our immigrants come.-
Shortly ^ter the^ opeping-of .the High Schools for women, the 
doprs-of the'-.Russian^Universltles^-were thrownt-wide to them. The Un­
iversity of Pete^s^urg took.thecfirat. stepsUn-1867, .admitting-^^om- 
en to some of her classes. Then, in 1881 the 'doors of .all higher in­
stitutions .of' learning were opened and women‘were admitted to all 
cQursesr ‘
As the-path to education op^ened and slowly widened‘for the wont- 
an of Russia,_the physical effect it produced upon her was interest­
ing. Sp eager was she for * learning that whan higher Education was 
granted to her^ she clipped her hair, forgot hen feminine attributes, 
and became a man amon^'men. It wa« lief business'' to pro-ve to the other 
sex that women had brains ^nd could uSe- them as intelligently as the 
men, and .she ^let nothing-stand ia her^.way. korr-a while she lost her 
feminine charm, yet never did she lose the-respect of her fellow 
students. TJie men knew what-i^as-going _on J.n the heart of the woman 
student-and admired, her^fior strength.-of’purpose and character. To
her, education was a holy thing. Gradually, the pendulum swung back -
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and t.o.day the woman student of Russia is^ a charming^ feminine: coin- 
rade to her brother students# Charming and'feminine, y,et she still 
consijiers^hnowledge a sacred, thing to be reverently pursued, LiJce 
TajHiana,.. she^vrould. gladly give up everything for a shejif of t»polcs.
The cheuige in the government of Russia in 19^7 cav^ed. two re­
novations-in Russian life that should be mentioned here. At that; 
time 'only two Mlliop of the one hvindred and seventy ^^lii-on people 
had been toiwjhed by the school system, Since then, public schools 
have been opened all over Russia and elementary education has be­
come compulBary* Jt will t^e years to supply these schools with well 
eqxiipped teachers^ But there are many intBlleatuais» who', for-the 
present exiled, will retdrn to their native-land taking with them 
ideas of'school systems and, education^ gleaned- from the most shighly 
educated countriea of the world', Jn 1917,'the First Congress of 
Russia ga-ve all rights of oiti^ensliip t-o women-^s weil- as m,en,
This shows the position of esteem in which the Russian holds -wom^ 
an# 3he received: her citizenship and c^me into poweri^ not, by suf­
frage, but by virtug^Of the_re.si)p.Qt in ^hich Russia' hplds her 
women, ^ * s
Pushhin, .in the .e.arly part of the nineteenth century, gives 
us one picture of ’Tatiaha# Today, Cody.41atsh ;givep. a modem^pic- • 
ture of Tatiana,- of SJ-heria# puring a plngu^ -of typhus ;and.-
Kiholera*. Cody .Bx-.Ca.ptaih. of the American Red Cross with * .
the A.E.F. in Siberia, visited a hospital^where there:-were tiiouov., 
thdiusand cases of typhus, 50ne ward,? he tells ns, "in which: two. 
hundred persons.-^were ill had one. nurse dn attendanae# When„ the com­
mandant took me through wBffound this little nurse in a heap on
j
the floor crying, I asked her wly shfe was crying, thinking she.
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too, i^s stricken, ghe replied that she was ’quite well*- though- ’ 
tired, but h^r heart wau. aching, for those two .hundred ^ick men 
because she.^could not get axoundvto all of them to take their nour­
ishment or medicines, and ’they, were too sick to help .themselves, ' 
Then, .as she broke into -an agonizing sob,, she cried.,*.Oh, why didn*t 
the good. Godvgive me-rtwenty. bodie&vfor this heart that would do* so 
muchi^ixinf^e, two pictxarea of. Tatiana we. see the soul .of the lib- 
erated.3ueeAan^ woman,.
B* The Li-fe- of .-the Russian Peasant:
Xi Peasant .Ohairaot eristic a; ^
I
The.’'Jlusslan,pea^nt forms t^^ee-fourths of the population of 
Jlussia, 'Eighty perecijt of them are JCarmers* There is a great gulf 
hetweeU' the small- educated class of. Russia and the peasaht* As we 
have remarked before, the .vast majority, of the immigrants are.from 
the. peasant or old serf olas* We have made a„hasty survey of the 
libe?:attonvOf the Russian woman, marking espeotalXy the rpossibiH- 
ties latent In^her soul* Row, let us turn to the condition of life 
under which tlie. peas^^t woman- ac-tually livesi, Pne gianc.e at her 
life will demonstrate 'to 'ue the grga.t adjustment ;she must .make on 
entering-American life, • -
^ guBsian nature JLs demQcjraitc, and peaceful,* but in .the'cause of 
freed.om no -sacrifice is too great. He has a burning passion for ed­
ucation and when he has obtained it,- heoonsiders it a holy mission 
to Instruct others. But above all these, the Russian is kindly andt
humane, ^ow .perverted is the picture ifade popular, .-by the cartoon^ 
ists of the rough, shaggy bearded Russian who is made, up ofily of
' K- ^
1, "Glimpses of Siberia?* - ^st ional Geographic - Dec, 1920
Cody Marsh, ^ ^
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))rutal ^trengtlii Underoneatli that rougii extferior is a heart filled 
wi.th tenderness and syn^athy', that r^acts'inost readily to thd gen- 
tie, ‘t}i6 antistid, and the beautiful* The Russian peasant is veyy 
emotional which"^accounts for his a/tistic teraperaitent* Jlis love of 
the beau^5tifui creeps but in i^ny ways* Jlie cornices of his ’home, 
the window frames, the i^oors ^ll have a touch of beauty* Most chamt-
^ * V f - , . -5 "
ing -embroidery*, cross stitch designs, and lace are' made, by the wom«»
en* The home-of-a wealthy peasant is delightful and attractive*
But the emotional^-dJJtistic nature is expressed most thoroughly in
the folk-iore, the. folJf^songs, and dances of the people* There, in
a land*where millionB could neither read nor write, grew up endless
> * ^
amount of cha'ming-falry^ tales and f61)&PSongs, the areatioh of
' artlatlCv.ebula,-.-s^^passed.4rom generation to generation by -the
grandmothers and fathers* The^Russiecn peasant is .c-6nbtar5.y burst-
ing into song, he sings at his work and at his play, end hn his
songs he .expresses his feeliig s of joy, his love, his suffering*
.Songsr.are a part of his soul*
* - ^ —
The Russian T>eQple,--en masse* are li^t haired, blue-eyed, 
fair skinned peej^le* They are a race of■ tremendous strength-and 
endurance* In the poorer- regions where food is sceirpe' the people 
are of’ inferior .Strength* But. under normal conditions the Russian 
peasantVgrowa powerful and hardy and eilmost free from desease. Be­
cause of the. lack of machinery the peasant works with his body 
and develops muscles of steel*
Religion in .Russia is a matter of vital interest and great 
import«ice*when studying the people* llhey are Inherently relig-
^ ^ -ft
ious* In the past the Russians have considered devotion to the 
liuBsian Orthodox Church as the very comerstone of patriotism*
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Religion meant more than a creed, t^o renounce the Church in the 
eyes of the magority of Russians, wa^. an outrage upon-and. an fnsult 
to the -nation itself. There were many religious holidays and fest­
ivals. and the^asant kept them all. But with the coming of the Re­
volution, the Church that had been in league with the governmeht' 
f or a time was overthrowng Today, the Russian Church is being tried 
in the furnace of refori&ation* The outcome of this religious reviv­
al cannot be told. But the p“eaeant loves his OhiCrch and is by nat­
ure a seeker aft"er the truth, with these two virtues -there is noth­
ing to fear.,- for he BHieiyuwill biiiii the dross -and preserve the good, 
2-* Th®-Peasant .Home and Communi'tyV 
- The peasant *-s home 'or^’?ixb$,*^ i-s made of'"stone or unhewn
logs. .ire:vin 0* mnter. gives the following detailed description of 
an ".izba"-: *JLn the timber regions this' simple cottage is usually 
built of unhewn logs, with two or three windows in h row facing -the 
village street ,and a pointed roof made of planks or straw,
A.‘generation ag-o a chimney was almost-a novelty, as the 
p'easant thought it would let in a lot. of cold air which.he would 
have to heat,, but now moat of the "izbas" are furnished with this 
smoke vent. Where forreats are scaree, in the' southern part of 
Great Russia, a straw roof is substituted. Qftentimes' there is.ah 
arched entrance from the street to the yard. But the interior of the 
"izba" usually consists of only^ one’room^ perhaps fifteen feet 
^qiiare,. There may be a small loft overhead, whfers some of the fanht 
ily sleeps, p^his glyes extra space, and there wii;b be a Btoferbo&' 
somewhere which rs not heated. Bunks eire built around the room-,- 
whia^ take the, place of beds, and in cold weather the top of the 
stove is the most, comfortable place to be found.
fm
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Underneath the "izba* there is generally a sort of shallow cel- 
lar, where yege.-^ables# -mil^, and other supplies are kept, the walls 
and stove, ^ in fact, fills one-fourth of- the "roomj, are kept fresh-
/ ^ rf. ^
ly w^tewashed* However dirty the house may' be^ there i,s sometimes 
a neat lace curtain at each window and a row ,of flower pptfe;|S'.The 
Russian,housewife seems to feel .the n^ed of a little color- in the’ ‘ 1 • ^ vA'-.
midst of her dreary surroundings^ One can imagin what the atmosphere 
becomes with the windows hermetically sealed for months... The 
stable for the horses, cows, and other live stock adjoins the house 
and in winter they are given a share of the heat.^l.
“ * ’ t '
The village in Russia usually-consists of long lines of such
"_izbas^ facing eaohqther, with a broad street separating them. Rus­
sia,is a country of villages and small toyrns.. The life of a small 
town is really interesting* pn the surface it is yery calm; yet 
everybody is striving toward a different life, 4ioward a life much 
broader, both materially and spiritually. The Russian peasant-*^ 
fare is extremely simple,^ the staples being sour cabbage and black 
bread. But during the harvest festivals everything is plentiful,
^ ^ V k
pork, .mutton, or .beef# which ordinarily is scarse. After the meals, a
H.
dancing, singipp, -and in the^old d&,yB.^ vodka out on, the village 
green are in order* The whole village enjoys the festival together*
■ 5* ^he liife of a Peasant Girl* ^
In many respects the girlrhood of a peasant is quite like any 
other gill, only it does not last so long. Her playground is the 
great qut-rof-doorSj that is also her workshop. Very early, indeed, 
jdo^s she go out with the older members of her family to work in the 
fields* Yet, jin her ;youngest days she is not denied the pleasures 
1 - Kevin 0. Winter - "The Russian Empire of Today and Yesterday."
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-of dolls and simple little home-made toys. Then, she has her house- . *
keeping daties to learn.^pf course, house cleaning is not so intri- 
cate in Russian peasantfiA homes, hut when you add to it cooking, 
spinning, weaving, embroidering, dressmaking, and the farm work,^ a 
little girl has much to learn.
All too soon her youth has passed ^nd the peasant girl finds
herself on the brink of womanhood and all the responsibilities, that
*
come with it. Russian girls marry very young. Usually the parents, 
with the assistance of a go-between, arrange for the marriage, 
leaving no choice to the girl. However, love affairs do spring up, 
girls are courted and marriages are basetj on love. Often, when a 
peasant having a marraagable son looks about his little patch of 
gfound and realizes that the crops are getting ahead of him, inspite 
of his long hours of work, he decides it is time for his son to 
marry and bring another "hand* to the farm. So the parents Ipok ,a-
f
bout for^a strong, able bodied girl for the wife of their son. Very 
often a trousseau and^ dowry are- lacking, the latter usually consist­
ing of a piece of furniture, a very little money, or a cow.
^ Marriage is Russia Is a real occasion. Hot only do they cele­
brate the wedding day but the betrothal as well. All the families 
on both sides of the house are invited along with the villagers to 
partake of the festivities which last for several days or until the 
provisions run out. pancing, eating, games, singing, and more danc­
ing fill the days with merriment.
But to the girl wife, those days of merriment mean the end of 
youth. 3he becomes a wife, enters her husbafldSs family, and taked 
her full slmre of the duties of married life. She is subject to her 
hasband-who* is head of the-house. ShO-wor^s in the field, she works-
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In the home# Her life consists of spinning, weaving, embroidering, 
booking, and farming.' fit times she takes her soiled clothing to th6 
stream''with the other villagers to wash them in the clear running 
wat^r and beat the^home-woven li-nens on the stones before laying 
them in the sun to bleach. Then, the‘first baby comes and'her duties 
are multiplied. Xear after year, her babies come, for Russian fam- 
ilies are large. JJnder the strain of all^ this work, the peasant moth^» 
er soon loses her youth, she is an old woman when her^, oldest daught­
er at sixteen or seventeen is ready to marry.
When the peasant girl becomes the. grandmother in the house, she
still finds much to keep her busy. ’While the older members of the
* . * ^ family are out in the fields it is she who does the simple cooking,
attends to the garden, the gee@e, and is nurse^for the little child­
ren.
Put of this simple life where sewing machines, rocking chairs,
• ■ • » 
gas staves, electric lights, toilet facilities, and even washboards 
• ^ ♦
are almost unknown, the Russian woman comes to America, the land of
modern, improvements.
'I' ^ .
C. The Russian Immigarnt Woman in America.
1. The Problems the Russian Immignant Woman must i’ace.
■ ■* i t
Jiike all foreign groups, the Russian mothers to a great extent
. , ' . S. ’
do not penetrate American-life. The family of a Russian woman is 
large, and unless she is bn^loyed away from home, she does not go 
very far away from her home and neighborhood. We expect her to 'fit 
into American life at once and condemn her if she doesh*t. When she 
enters America, besides adjusting herself to* the new housekeeping 
arrangements, which in themselves are a problem, she is ecpected to
take her place in social life. This means an understanding of all 
the laws of sanitation and health, school laws, knowledge of American
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social customs, -and all of- -this without being able to speal: of read 
the English language. The husbands go to work, adopt many American 
customs, and ^soon “leatn to adjust themse'lves. The -children enter the 
public school^ learn the-English language coma, and^ very quickly 
become Americanized* Before long it iB_ they that-are acting as in­
terpreters and guides for their mothers. .There grows up angreat gulf 
between the mother and the outside 'world her liusband and chil’dren 
live in. Very often the mother is employed outside of her home and 
it would seem as fif this would help the situation. But in most cas- 
esp the double amoimt of work at home and outside is sp wearing bn 
the-mother that she has ho ambition to learn the English language nor 
to tecke on new c'ustoms* .Therefore, it is our business to find these 
women and take them-the best America has to offer. .Where shall we 
find them?
2. Migration and Distribution -of the Russians.
When a .Russian first arrives in America, he is practically povr 
erty stricken*..Therefore, it behooves him to get work as soon as pos­
sible. Where he shall live is xietermined generally bja one or both of 
two factors, the demand for hard labor in the factories or mines, 
and the location of'bther Russian groups. jFew of them move very far 
west but stay along the eastern^coast.^The l-afgest nvimber of Russians 
remain'in-Hew York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Jersey, and 
Connaticut. However, we find large c-olonies in the cities ofi the 
middle west such as Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland. A few migrate to 
farming .regions of‘'Io'wa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. When once settled 
in America, Ru'ssians do not &ove from place to place. They obtain 
work as soon as possible and remain where their work is.
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S. ^abor Conditions toong the Russians in America*
.In studying the labor conditions of Russians in America we must 
remember that due to their lack of advantage^ in their native land, 
•they are ^ong the most illiterate and unskilled immigrants* Also,
we must remember they copie to us very strong* Since they need money,
, - ■
they will take work whereve]^ they orAli find.it* Statistics shgw that
the Russian born laborers are found doing the "hardest and dirtiest 
work both in the mines and factories* We find the greatest-numbers 
of Russians in the mines, iron and steel-mills, and slaughtering and 
meat -peioking industrjles^* .Statisti-cs, also show that^ the second gener­
ation of Rus^iAns in.America dio a very great extend do notcAt^fin 
these industries**.
Bep^ides doing the very hardest work Russians are -working very 
long-hours and in the mines are given the very worst ^e^s to wofk* 
tt is quite, true that^the wages they-earn axe very much higher than 
anything they have earned before, ,still it is true that they are 
earning thSL-.smallest wAgeeioSagii immigrants* The contrast between 
their out-of-^door life in Russia and the long hours of confinement 
in factories and mines, soon tell on their p2iysical 'strength* But 
on the whole, the greater freeuom they find, in America compensates 
to some degree for the other h^dship^* Jet, is it fair^ for America 
to taJce ad.vantage of their ignorance of what Is sun honest wage and 
a reasonable day of work?
In ^he ninet^nth aentury Thomas Hood pricked the industrial 
oonsci^ncje of England with his poe^, '•The ^Song of the Shirt** Let 
us quote a few lines here-:
•Work! WorkJ WorkI 
‘While the cock is crowing aloofi
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And world World WorJci- 
'■‘Till the stars shine through the-roof 1
Worl:i Work^ Work!
^ ■ -JSy labor never ‘flags;
MJM IFa Itili-I A aed of strwr,
A crust of bread and 'rags.
* " That shattered xoof- this naged -floor-
A table, a broken chair- 
^d- a wall 60 blank- ray shadow* I thank- 
For sometimes falling*there!
Oh'GOdi that -bread ahoul'd be- so dear ,
^ And flesh .and blbod sp cheap!**
In cemparl^bdn wHih this poem let me quote from the volume- 
-**The -RuSSiali. Immigrant*’ by J-erome jDavis* 'A Russian worker expressing 
himself about American life said;*Wox'*rk‘, wor*rk, Wor'rk, always 
every day, evSry week, ten hours, twelve hours "-nights- alia time-- 
no spell- and alia time every d- furnace hongry.*' -Perhaps this is 
not poetical yet ’it is expressive’ and suggestive of the conditions 
under which the' Rus'sians work,- Surely with such a weekly program, 
no one could find' time to ehj'oy his home, find time for recreation, 
or find the best America 'offers.* ^
The Russian woman-works under the s’ame'^conditf-ons as her hus­
band* There are very ’many more Russian rJen than Wome'n in Amerioa^ 
This is due to two facts, many more single meh -immigrate, and the 
'husband often comes first and. when he can afford to, sends for his 
family* A- great many women keep boarders* They get up very early in 
’the 'morning to work not only for their own laxge families but to 
cook for thorn three to eighteen boarder?* Some fainilies, have it So 
arranged “that the father works during' the day and-the mother on the 
night Bhift.-The keeping of boarders has had a great tendency to 
break up homes and families, and in a grfl^t^many places the practise
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is being abandoned; the -women are following -their husbands into thS 
factory, resturants, or cleaning offices*
4, Russian Horae Conditions in America.
Although wherever possible^ they own their own homes., some of 
the very worst foreign homes are the^Russians. Usually, after stumb- 
ling through a darJc, unlighted pfassageway, and climbing one or more 
flights of dark stairs at the peril- of ones life, a visitor comes 
upon a suite of from one to three rooms, the home of the Russian 
family. If the home consists of three rooms there is alwaya one room 
that receives either no light" or very little^ajhe plaster is always- 
in neea of jre^air, the wall paper ugly and unsightly, laundry facil­
ities entirely ..lacking, and usually there,, is a common toilet for the
entire tenement, '^^p.^this homafamily j5fo36rom five to nine..will be 
living and paying twenty or more dollars a month, for rent^ In mos.t 
of these places no self respecting American family wpuld liye, nor
• would a landlord with an awakened conscience own.
♦
In the economic an4 housing conditions just described very lit-
tie time inclination is left for recreation. When asked what the
Russian woman*s recreation was, e, fins Russian man sadly replied*
fear her work is her reqreatioi).*^ Hero 4nd there ^he Russians
have oigani^ed national clubs, reanted-apd equlpp^i "buildd^s^ foy
them, and maintained a high type of recreation for their membbrs.
Russians like music and dancing and they y^ry often re^t a hall
and hold dancea that are patronized by the entire family., At these
dances a very wholesome ev^ng is enjoyed. ,If given an oppoi-tunity,
the average Russian immigrant woman wo^uld select and fit herself *■
for a high type of work, a better home, and wholesome recreation.
A.
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D. Gonclusion-nOur Resjponsibility to the Russian Woman.
Jerome Davis, who spent two years and a half in Russia in in­
timate contact with many soldiers'and peasants, found it difficult 
to find anyone who had heen-in America who was still friendly to her. 
Instead of .lauding her praises they cursed her -as a nation of money 
getters and selfish capitalists. These disappointed Russians-, no
doubt, axe'acting in.many cases as agents of hatred, and are bpfead- 
. >
ing the gospel of enmity towards America.
Mot'loi^ ago, we asked a young Russian man, who h^ teen in Amr 
erioa ten’y'ears,what he considered the soul of America. After asking 
the question, we sat back comfortably expecting to listen tp a. beau, 
tiful discourse on the wonderful spirit of our country.r3ut the man 
answered in one word,- "Haterialism.*- When we objected, he sighted 
case after ‘case which we iiad to admit showed absolute signs of mat- 
eriaism. 'S.tlll being Americans we protested that he had not found-the 
soul of our country. A little later, we asked another Russian the 
same''question and he said,*^I -found the soul of America in the Prot­
estant Church. After my money was gone, I wandered abouti-very lonS3:y 
and hungry for a time. I had to go to work doing harder and dirtier 
jobs than I had ever done before* I was ready to hate Ame^rica, when 
one night in a young peoples* meeting of a phurch, a new j.oy cAme 
into my life.nl^ found that the soul of America was not just cold 
materialsm but was a warm spirit of friendship.*
Are not these two statements significant? Ought not the best 
things of American life be expressed in the Pnotestant Church? 
Therefore ought we not seek out the Russian Immigrant woman and 




!• Is the racial- situation in relation to the country in which they 
- 1 
lived identical in the Emancipation of the‘Russian Serfs in 1861
and the American Slaves in 1863?.
r ^ ^ *i j 1 *
2« I}o you think the Russian Peasant'woman-has latent within h^r the 
poBsihilities displayed hy the nobility and int^lligensiA of 
Russia?.
3, JJescrih'e the home life of a peasant girl in Russia.
4. IDescrihe the home life 'of ‘the Russian immigrant woman in America.
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A. TJiie Necessity for Reac'liing the Ixiimigrant Mother.
« “Me no }cnow,“: acoompahied hj-th shrug 6E her shoulders is the 
characteristic answer an American receives from a foreign woman.
Then she adds^^ "Me call Mary.*- Little ten year old Mary comes and 
smilingly explains, *My mudder she don't know anyting. l^^at you 
want?" Mary has been to school 6Uid has learned the English language 
and some American customs, she is her mother's mouthpiece and very 
often must offer her mother advice. In making the transition from 
the old world to the new it is the mother who makes the greatest
' ' ’ "Kf 'sacrifice. In most cases she is lost entirely to American life and 
remains a lonely stranger in a foreign land, ^er husband goes out to 
work each day, gets over his timidity and soon, is able to find his. • 
way around the city or village; he learns .enQugh English to help 
himself; .soon he does all the errands for his wife; he takes t,he 
children to town to. buy clothes and to the market to get the weekly 
supply of food. Gradually, both the %Lther and the children tdke 
the attitude that the mother knows nothing and is incapable of 
learning. They begin to manage their own aff'^irs and the poor moth-
; f •" A
er is left to see her family grow away from her. As the children 
grow older the breach grows wider, when her daughters are sixteen 
years old they are total strang:er6 to her. The daughters are pro­
ducts of a new civilization which the mothers have not been able to 
penetrate.
We know that American life can be no better then her home
life. The old adage/^The. hand that' rocks the cradle rules the world",
applies to America as well as elsewhere. Unless we can help each
mother to geV the highest ideals' possible we cannot -expect the home
(46)
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life-to ."be of th& highest prderi Can we permit thousands of foreign 
mothers to hold their old country ideals unchahg^d and expect tlieir 
feomes to^ he American? -Often real home life is .impossible in
immigrant famlies because of the great breach between husband and 
.wife and_ nibtber and qhildren. JIfe must bring the mother out of her 
hpae aijd in tpusii with tilings that will help her to keep_ abreast of 
her husb^d^and children, to find something in American life to loye 
an4 respect, and finally, tp create in. her the desirje to become a 
citizen pf the country of her adoptl^ft* ^en we. can dp that we .shall 
save families from disruption for the mother determines the home; we 
shail sa^ve toertga, for the hprae determine^ .^erica.
The Jjoblems of- the Immigrant Mother^* ■ ^
1> Where Will She Live?
The first real problem cpnfr'onting the immigrant woman upo^ her 
a.ri'ival in,America is the lopatipn of hpr home. Hpr future home real­
ly is reserved, for-her ap is^ determined by the ptaee where hex 
friends br%:rejatfyesllive, by the, kind of work-her husband decides 
to ^0, and “■ s-niount of money he- expects, to earn* Many immigrant© 
leave %he wharf, and go directly to the pla^s iji. which they are to 
live and frojgi which they never wander,. Others go fr.om .place to 
place for several months Before they^find woyk and. a home. Very of­
ten the husband’has preeeeded the wife to Amer;iba and has established 
a meagre home to which he- takes his family^ ^
a. The Immigrant- Gommuni,ty;
There are three type,s of communities in which we, find the 
Slavic immigrant, the^ urban, cosmopalitan,, and the predominating 
,^erican. Th& urban c,omraunity is one built up of'practically one xa
race. ^ f.pw §lavs find- themselves located in' a neighborhobA. They'*
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at-trabt ‘others ‘of their nationality, their friends and realti'ves 
siDon opln them. The Americans move out and we. have a’^Liittie Pol­
and"' or a'?Little Russia.", Just aa- the case may be‘i We find such 
cotounities In many large American cities and in Smaller mining'- 
and manufacturing towns and farming regions-. In the -urban' community 
we find an almost hombgeniety of‘ racS., of. interests, -and motives. 
Here we find the 'national clubs, the national 0hurch, and' the stores 
managed by Slavs or S-lavic opeakki-hg Jews. Not so common ab the ur-- 
ban coimnuifity is the-cosmopalltan type. Usually this type is found 
in a neighborhood- of varying degrees better than the- urban-comrnun- 
ity* When the young people brought up'in, American hchosl’s marry, 
they move out of the- old neighborhood' into ia better one. These new 
communitiers are made up of a number of different races* But since 
the tendancy is for raoial coloni'zation the families in- these groups 
do not ]i£ix. 'J^hey still, go back to the old club houses and to vi^sit 
with the friends and relatives' in the old community. The predomin­
antly American type we flnd-‘usually in small cities where there are 
just 'a feV Slavs attracted by some'‘particular work. They associate 
only with themselves, though the children do make'American-friend­
ships. -Very -often we 'find, the- third generation of Sl*avs-'or those 
who' have pro&perjed-very* wdll' living alone among Americans.
Therb are several causes for this'Slavic segregation* The econ­
omic reason is the -greatest. They come' to-America with practically 
no !naney and-*iust find the cheapest rent possible; They cannot speak 
the English language''-and must find people to their own nationality 
to interpret" for thela* As a very large percent-of the foreigner-s 
are men who aTe ‘Slhgle or witho'utttheir wi’ves, Slavic women must 
keep“ boarders** This helps to lighten their household -expences and.
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assist, the men in saving mpney to send for their families. The last 
reason, for Slavio segrBgatiop has two, aspects,, thart of the Slav and 
of. thp American. The-31av seJ,dom-seeks rent for hij firat „home a- 
mong Americans "because he -is. skeptical of them. ,He does oiot understand 
the customs of the c pjintry-^and, the transition from the old home to 
a r,eal Americaji neighborhood would .be too great, for him to bear.. By 
fiTB.t living'among-his oj^n people h.® c^n Iparn^th® customs gradually 
and, finally* emerge, a,',seasoned American., to. live .a^iong-^ericans,' Not 
all Americans-would tXeat the Slav in a very friendly manner sh.ould 
he move into* their- neighborhood. Generally, df ^ .Pole or a. Russian 
manarges to rent or buy a .home in .an American- neighborhood, "-Por ,Sale" 
signs/begin to. appear oji ^allr-the-ether houses, .yery soon| instead of 
an i^ei'ica.n community .a^Slayxc ooimiunity has -develope^^ 
j The. Slavs'first -homes are-always-dn ye-ry poor sections .of , the 
city. .Many -tiroes a lar^e house built i-n fomej: days for a single, 
family i-s rejited to five or six foreign families. The plumbing fac- 
ili-tiea xeraaln in the old condition, and are not adequate for more 
than- one family* The largo rooms are divided up and partitioned with- 
o.Ot thought to,proper venttlatio^n^ Hallways are boarded up making 
the staiiway-B -dark, dangerous, .and ill- ventilated, and lighted , 
only l)y smoking gas jets^ Huqhoa home may have .a sniall ya^d hai'dly 
adequate to dry clothes ^for ithe'Occupantn -and allowing insufficient 
room for the,children tq pl^ jDr the home -may be a tenement housq 
Tprith-from fiye to t^entyfivq or more families# Hese each family has 
its own small group of rooms using inc^oramon the toilet and water 
supplies in the hallways# These houses have no yards; the laundry 
is dried on the meagre back porchee and .fire esc-ape.s; the children
are forced-to-play in the crowded streets.,-In-some c^ses homes for
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ti;e' foreigners' are built by the industries 'hiring' them. .These are 
usually nothing more then -rows upon 'rows oT shacks or tiney houses 
all built alike-, merely providing c-oveling. from the -showand rain.
Slavic homes and Slavic coramuniti’es vary in their cleanliness 
with the part of Europe from which the people come^ the length'of 
residence in America,-^the nAtjural habits -of the family, .and the 
kind of councilman representsfeng ithem at the jnunidpal headquarters* 
The first home ponsists^-of from one t-o three rooms'. In Europe- they 
have been in the habit of' living in very sinall quarters but raofft of 
their time was spent in the open air,. The few windows in their tinyy 
homes in Europe were seldom opened and never, at night. They carry 
over that habit Into Amer'ican life and- soon they lose the bloom 
from their cheeks. ‘Ii'iving'hi'ght and day in po'or air soon has iis 
effeet upon the health of the Slav. Hany bf the household, necessi­
ties euch as wash tubs, gae stoves, sewing machines, modern cook­
ing utencils, and so forth are neyi to the Slavic woman. Just-how to 
care for them and keep them clean is a problem she must learn to 
solve. With.several children, one or more boarders, and only two or 
three rooms, the. Slavic woman finds it almost impossible to keep 
her hous'fi tidy.- But'in all of the Slavic/groups we" find-neat, -attj^t- 
ive homefe. With dozens bf children playing in the-^same' y&,rdb and 
on the streets, it is practically impossible, to keep the yards and 
streets clean. But if the councilman is interested in hls'doraraunity, 
he can do much to have the-garbage-disposal-well cared for^ the 
streets cleaned regularly, and -the buildings as far as’ possible 
kept in good repair. ' ",
Jn spite of the congestion, the Slavs often convert their homes
into veritable garden spots* Where opportunity permits they have
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splendidi.vegetable gardens, .beautiful flower beds, and tiieir porcii- 
es are covered-with', vines* .As they prosper and are able to buy their 
own homes, they take great; pride in making them beautiful* Here and 
there' in a Slavic 'neighborhood these well-kept homes stand out -as 
beacoh‘lights to all-the comnui^ty bea-koning’others ,oh. to better . 
hbmes-o Al'waya by the second-generation the Slavic., home' has improved* 
Heat white-'ou-r.tains ^dgedwin handmade lace ap^Jear-npon the. windows- ’ 
A living roont is acquired by this time, in'which .beautiful pieces of 
handmade embrQidery axe displayed*^ .Ihe kitchen, floor instead of beiQg 
bare is oavered with spotless linolium. Musical .ins-truments which 
‘are not lackiilg in the first-home are multiplied in numbery a piano 
is -added or a vic-trola* Book cases- appear Tilled- with school books 
.and others both in English-and the Slavic languages*-Pieces of nice­
ly made furniture that the sons have made im school are prowdly dis­
played. A second generation Slavic home is quite American, and in - 
the case of the third, generation, it is very hard to tell the dif­
ference* But in -all the shifting and changing the immigrant mother 
usually remains- the same*
■. b. The number .and louatlon of the Slavs In America*
The Czechs Were the earliest 'ofjihe- Slays to come, to-America 
in great numbers* There aE£ieabbuttsQ.ven .-hundred and fifty 1;housand 
of them scattered from Hew York City out beyond the Mississippi 
River* .The-l-argest number is found, in Chic-ago, there being about 
one hundred ajid eighty thousand in that city* .There are fifty thous­
and in Hew York City,- seventyfive thousand in Cleveland, and fifty 
thousand in ^each of the following states: Wisconsin, Hebraska, ^ 
TOxaSjl^inftesota, ahd Iowa*
The'Poles in ^Amefica-number approximately three million and
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a halt. Most of the Poles are found alpngxthe England coast, arid 
in-the large mid-westiern cities, though marxiy^ of them are in the min­
ing ,regions of Pennsylvania, ^ ^ "
There are fiye hundred' thousand’Slovaks in America found in our 
coal mining‘and steel mill districts of Penrisylvania, - Ohio, arid Ill­
inois', There are an, equal 'number of J.ugoslay$ located from western 
Pennsylvania to Illimois and in Michigan and Minesota. Fifty thousand ■
would- number the Bulgarians in our country who live principally. in "
»
Illinois, though 1-ri any large Bla-vic group some Bulgars may',be found* 
Due tb the sUdde'n rihe of Russian immigration sinae the- war. It 
is haiU- ta ej.timate the number in-America'J though it is pilaced near 
a millinn, !^he^earliest Russians came and followed the other Slavic 
groups into the mines and -meat, packing and steel industries. The new­
er Russians seldom go. very far from^ the Eastern,coast and are -to be 
found in Mew Ybrk'City, Boston, Cambridge, and many-.-of the manufact­
uring to'voia of MeW England,"
2, The BoaTder Problem, -
In addltibn to the* piobleM of the hbra^, the boarder problem 
presents itself. This is an entirely neV/ feature for-thd immigrant, 
she never has kep‘ti..boarder:s^ before,'With rent high and salaries low, 
the mother sees a means of helping to iBwell< the fainiij- income by 
caring for the homeless, men of her own-nationality. But the effects: 
of this system are very grave, The lodgers are given'the -best sleeping 
room while the rest* of'the family sleeps upon the.fleor, the mother 
getting the most undesirable spot. Sometimes the boarders work shifts 
and two or three sets take turns sleeping in the same beds, This over-^ 
crowding increases the evils of washing facilities'and results in
unclean bodies^-^ unclean homes, Bnd the spfeadlng of desease. Often
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the raoth,er must rise long before the rest of the family in order to 
pack all the di;iner pails iDefore getting breaijfast.. She is kept 
.busy all day cooking for her family and dodgers, washing their clotheSj 
and trying to,*ke^p he^- house ,tidy.^ ,Her life ^ecpmes a humdrum‘exist­
ence and she a. real slave. The very worst feature of the boaiider pro-- 
blem is the fact tl^t ^much, immorality t^fesuits from it qtnd many homes 
are broken as a result of ft.
3. Food .Problem..• ‘ ' .a
The problem of diet is not only an immigrant pfpblem, physi­
cians are wr,estling constantly with this problem among,all people, 
.^ncongci-ou^ly, t.he ^mmigi-ant woman had been in the habit of gitiing 
f her.-^family a^tialanced diett\.'Althoi^h mpney was scarce in jihe farm 
districts of the SjLavio oouhtries, whplesome food,could always be 
obiained. Everyone raised his own, vegetables, grain,, cattle,, and 
fowl. But in America the questipn. immediately is, what v/ilj. the 
mother .cook-for her'family and where will she get it? The neighbor- 
hood-stores >;C,ar;c*y only a limited supp;|.y of meat and vegetable^ and 
that at an exorbitant, pricsj. Where .salaries are small many .things 
must be cut,.out of the diet.” The Slavic family soonJTinds itself 
flying on black breadj^ qpffee,.. and American, cheap pastry.,
^?hysicianq qlaim that the largest-percent of -patients among Slavic 
^P^opl^ suffering f?pm deseases canned by .jpoor nourishment. T/pien 
the glavic -wQjnan has lea;‘ned, how-and wherq to buy and las the money 
to purchase good-ingred.ients, ^he can cook ve:^y welfel and makes a 
number pf very tastey dishes.
4. The Health Pr9bl.pm.
The food problemsleads us. naturally into the problem of health. 
Here the-Slavio .woman is up agains.t a vits^l. problem. In-her .iipmelanS
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health, and the care of desease was a personal' matt6r> the government 
paid little attention to the physical condition of its people and c 
doctors were scarce. In the old country among'tiie peasants Super­
stitions Abound- and when herbs failed to biing relief, the **wiich worn-, 
an" or wise woman who had power to ‘l^ill or bure was^'called upon. Care 
was taken not to have the "witch^woman" 16ok'‘'at a "little child if ije 
were well lest, she might cast ah evil spell upon-hiii.' The word hosp­
ital-'to a Slavi'd peasant really spelled death. In the^old country n6 
one ever was' take.n to the Hbspital unless as a very last resort', and 
the peasant watching-the departing patient realized that he would be 
brought home to bury. Such superstitions 'and customs,' centuries old, 
do not dissLppear "with the arrival in Amerib^, but persist even after 
the old' Buperstltious immigrant grandmother is dead.
In coming to America, the transition ffom the agricultural life 
to industrial 'life, from fre'e out-door life to ind'oof occupations 
and crowded neighborhoods, and' the change of food and climate result 
in serious physxcral cbnditons. Xhe dea-th rate is higher among the 
foreign men than women ^-nce Vhey'are placdd in more haxardous pos-' 
ition's. But the deaths resulting’from deceases are by ft^r the great«e 
est. The death ra'te of bahies less than a month'bid is highei aiiiong 
babies of native mothers, showing that the -foreign-mothers are 'better 
able to give birth *to children. ^But between the a’ges ’of one month 
nnd one year the death rate of babies of' the foreign/borri far ex­
ceed that of native born babies. This shows that the native mother 
has learned how to-care for her children‘and to‘make use of the 
health facilities ^ovided in America.' But the immigrant mother does 
not know how to care for her baby*B health in these new 'surroundings
nor How to make use of tlie things available for that purpose. Among
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the\Sla.V8 deiseases of *the; digestive sjastem, kidneys, circulatory 
system,- and those* resulting sfrom alc^^lis^n are-most isrevalent*.
■If “in Araeri-ca the *wtse -woman” is‘ 'of no -avail, the 'next place 
the.-Xoreigner turne' is'.fo‘-the' drug store# 'In‘'Europe'- the-druggist is a 
learned- man who does-nbt deal in patent medicines 'hut Xn herhs# He 
can -advise Xhe patients concerning tiieir illnessesi T>he-^lav's re- 
apect fof the druggist carries ovey into-American lifeT'hUt he finds 
the American’ druggist different# Although he may he--skilled in chem­
istry. he c-annot prescrihe and the f oreigner^ must go elsewhere to 
know what to do'for his- ill-health#
Ae.'S'last, resort''the foreigner turns to the private physician# 
What kind -does he tihoBae.? -Hot .one with a small, neat sign such as 
AmeriCiannghoeL tagt-edpiesCiiihfes,al>ufe" one' Who adver'ti^esl- In Europe 
it -is cohmonXor a good doctor to adveftise# Knowing this, a great 
many uiisorupulous, poor doctors .and’ medical quacks are using hUver- 
tizihg aa ^ means to further-their gainful ends# They make their 
wares known by large advertisements in the foreign language news^ 
papereV**These quacks often have an office in which they keep, through 
bribery, a poor ^specimen of a licenced doctor. They-appeal in the 
papers to the emotion of fear urging the necessity in America to be 
alarmed at every little cpu^,. suggesting, that blood deseases dig ' 
the graves of'millions, arid, so forth^ Rowing theeconomic -pressure 
under which^the^foreigners live, they lure them on by inviting them 
for free consultation -and exaraihation# Ealse testimonials are adver­
tised t'ellingrhow people escaped long illnesses, operations, pain, 
death, and ^the-.darig^rs of childbirth by following the suggestions 
of the. acLvertiBers# The evils of m^-ical qua&kByy’-cdnnot ’be too 
highly Btreased, It- is almost by chance that-a foreigner secures the
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help of a good physician.
The maternity case presents a very grave problem among the 
^laVB.^ In Europe they have been accustomed to calling upon a mid­
wife at the time of child-birth. But the European mid-wife is far 
different from those who. practise in America, 'filpecial courses of f 
from six months to two years ate offered i6y the governments of Europe 
for the training of women in obstetrics. Very often the oidesf daught-
A
er of the “land owner* receives this training and is able'to pare 
for all^ the maternity cases in her villeige. ,In many places the women 
very often have to depend upon eachpther for confinement. In America 
the mid-wife is of an inferior standing. Usually she has had no 
training whatsoever, excep4f,the rearing of her own large family. Thir-r 
teeii states of the Union have no laws regarding mid-wifery; twenty- 
onfe states have laws reguldt"i|ag' the practise; in thirteen states the
. . * - 1 j .
mid-wife must pass examinations; and in twelve states the mid-wife 
is legally recognized but there are no genefal laws to regulate her 
pjactiae.
I
There is no other event in life so interwoven with tradition as 
the birth of a child. T.o understand the view point of a Slavic wom­
an one must understand her entire bachgroui^. ?hese blii traditions 
do- not drop away when leaving the country but persist just as- 
strongly in America. In Europe little attention is paid to the 
length of time the mother spends in bed after the birth of her child. 
The women are soedsfed hoi^hardrtrorlc that child-birth is’ comparitively 
easy for them.. Ihe Slavic Woman is not so independent as the' native 
woman, the authority lies with her husband. She shrinks from, employ­
ing a male doctor and her hupband is loath to pefmit^t. It is very 
I t^^copvince, the_ husband of the proj?er care ,needed at such’a
e mxd-swife cannot be secure
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time* If a mid-wife cannot "be secured, the economic problem becomes 
a. real factor* The raid-wife ia willing to take her ^e^mwliiahiiissmall 
small in several payments* In addition to the^confinement, she will 
make daily viffits to the patient in the capacity of nurse and house­
keeper* If a doctor must becsecured his fee is higher than the for­
eigner cares to pay, he cannot as a rule speak the language of the
i
Slav, and he must ne assisted by a nurse. The length of time the 
mother spends in bed vsiries with the amount of .wor3^ she has to do*
It is np common thing upon calling at the iiorae .the day after-a ,new 
baby Is born to be met at the doer by the mother* With the crowded, 
unsajiitary living conditions, lack of mor\ey and knowledge of \he 
language, the boarder problem, -a.ndkaoBaQikgr33dnd of superstitions u 
anijdtr adit ions totally. foreigHi childbirth becomes a serious .pro- 
blem ta a foreign wom^n in America*
Slavs are absolutely opposed to hospitalsuand, dispensaries be­
cause they are ignorant of them. Shall we make laws and demand, abb- 
itrarily that the immigrant live up to them and punish him .severely' j ^
for disobeying?.Shall we firmly assert that it is un-American for 
the Slav- to continue his old chstoras. in America, and try to force 
him to forget them? Shall we lay down, laTO ip the*English .language 
and expect Slavic people to read them and, understand them? .Must we
V
not do more than, that? Must we not establish systems of education 
among the foreigners to make sahjts^op possible, to reraoeve super^ 
stition, to tepch the mothers how to cook proper foods, to care for 
simple illnesses, and J^he prop.er use pf .dispensaries and clinips?
5* yhe Industrial Problem:
The Slavic woman^in America is lopk.ed upon as a s^ource of in­
come*- phe has al,l. the handicaps of .the American woman in industr^y
nlus the lack of knowledge# The immigrant woman io -doi-ng ana is
s. '
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doing the hardest and dirtiest of manual labor receiving in ex­
change the very lowest wage. But even the lowest wage seems high 
to her since she has never earned money before. Although- she comes 
from the farm she can. fit into factory work very well because of the
specialization of simple tasks, she can learn to do one thing well. 
Jt is estimated that ninety percent of Slavic women are working or 
are willing to work when the opportunity presents it.eelf*
fhe majority of Slavic women are found, doing factory work, 
farm l^tbor, resturant work, or keeping boarders. Only a small per- 
centage of them are in domestic service for three reasons: first, 
they do not like to live away from home;.’%econd, they come to Am- 
erica looking for greater opportunities than housework affords; 
third, their manner of living is so different that they are lost in 
an American household. In large sections of the raid-west and south­
west, Rusaiaps, Bohemians, and-South Slavs are found^"following the 
crops"» The^e migrant workers -from March to late_ in the fall follow
one crop after another. The entire family goes under contract, lives 
in one miserable shack here and another there, under the most un­
sanitary conditiofis. Jt is estimarted that 1*500,000 children (not 
aXl foreign) are angaged In this kind *of agriculture. These child- 
ren ren grow stunted in body and mind wibh no idea of the finer 
side of American life. Along the east coast, New Jersey, Delaware, 
and' Maryland, thousands of women-- ajid children are hired in the can- 
nihg factorle^.ijnttheewoblen and cotton Mils and clothing faot-
ories in the east and in the large middle-western cities many ^lav-
' * *■'
ic women are en^loyeA. Where the mother does not leave the^home
I »• f, ' ^'
boarders are resorted to as a means of income. With the mother try- 
ing to do a double duty of faome-raaking and bread winning, it stands 
to reason that she can do neither well.
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6« Social
In the old country the social life of the Slavic woman was
one with her neighhors# The'entire village entered into the great
festival days, tlie weddings, and christenings# ^^ch social life
still carries over in America, But due 'to 'the Crowded cohditions
under which"the Slavs live, these events are not ao picturesque nor
spontaneous. The Ipng hours of work whichT both the husband and wife 
> ^
are subject to make it impossible for them to enjoy much social 
life. There are many national organizations among the- Slavs which 
care for their socatl life but mot all of the women are reached by 
them. The great majority of the women still depend upon the weddings 
and christeningssfor 'their recreation. ^Added to these the''moving 
picture show draws a great kany' women. There- are very' 'few organiz­
ations in America built for the purpose" of drawing the Slavic woman 
into the socteil life and society of Americah women. DccasiVnally, a 
church or a Woman's City Club wifi-have a program that‘includes this 
feature, but as a rule the immigrant wotm^ils left to find her own 
recreation or get a*long without it.
* y *
7^ The Problem of Family Life.
The greatest problem of the Slav in 'the transition, from the old 
to the new country is that* of family life. The’'bld-'patriarohal sys­
tem exists in the Slavic" countries. The word of the- parents dnd 
most especially the-father is. Iaw4 The "children respect the position 
of their father. The home' is‘the gathering place of the entird .fam­
ily and their friends^ Often this family circle is broken fpr the 
first tin^ when'the father comes to America, fheh he is able- to send 
for his wife and children a spiritual separation'has'dlreacSy begun
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between him and his wife and the children must learn to know their
.T
father all over again® According to the common law of-the world,
^ t - i
the husband exerts his right to chose the home, to discipline his 
wife and children, -to claim their services, to appropriate their 
earnings, in short, to manage all the affairs of his wife and- child-
* ^ i
ren« But though the common law is the same in America as in Bur ope ^
- ^ ji ^ ^ ^
'the Slav soon finds that the position .of women and children is dif- 
ferent* Try as he will, the Slavic father cannot maintain the same 
authority in America as in Europe.
to
In this new, con^lex life the mother finds a great many pre­
viously unknown responsibilities falling to her lot, most of which 
she is incapable of assioming. .The Blavic immigrant woman knows noth- 
ing about modern child training; she is incapable of following her
* i ’ '*
children's school work, their daily interests; she cannot keep .in- 
formed about their play, their companions, nor can she advise them 
about their clothcir clothes* In the old homeland her children were 
trained to blind obedience, to be good soldiers not good citizens.
The -child had to obey, should he revolt the entire neighborhood
was against hinu But in America the conditions are Entirsiy.different.
4.
Here the chi3.d begins to reverse conditions. He learns the lan- 
guage earlier than his mother who must depend on him toiiiexplain the 
visit of the tru^lant .officer, the. charity visitor, the sewer in-
' , . u *
spector, the insurance man,- and anyone else-who may come to the door.
- i ‘ •*
5o0n the child is dominating the family. In Europe a child's play 
was not a mother'-s problem. At an early age the child was put t-o work: 
tending the geese or helping in the fields, he got his play out of
\ 1
his work. Or, the cMld entered into the village dances at festival
i i
time.^ when the. whole family was together. But in America the problem
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of JTecrBaiionr^iB a vital one and one which the foreign mother can-
f *
not solve. Backyards are scarce and the only place for children to
» ^
is out in the city streets or in the very inadequate city playgrounds
.The matter of education is ,a new one* Here education is compulsory
and the mother must choose between a parochial and a civic school*
The idea that education is- compulsory, that the children must "be at 
school and on time is a. hard one f.or the immigrant mother to assim-
ilate. Hor can the mother follow intelligently the monthly.; report
card system* When it comes to the matter of secondary education only 
a small percentage of the mothers Jcnow how to advise, most of them 
see absolutely no reason for High School education and scores- of
boys and girls find it very difficult to obtain their mather's per-
. . *
mission for advanced schpoling* .^rom just an insignificant member of
' f ^ '
a large family grou^, the mother finds "her child in America has be-
- ^ B * 'i '
come an, individual with certain definite rights and priveleges.
f
.Often the father insists upon using old Europeaan methods in' his
family life* But when the children become young men and women they ^ •
revolt against the old customs and insist upon being American* They 
refuse to turn in all of their wages but are willing only to pay*■ I
their board, demanding the rest for clothes and spending money*
With small, oroT^dd homes permitting no room to entertain their
friends, the young people prefer to walk the streets or go night
- >
after night to the •movies" and parks. They will invent most any•i t
kind of an excuse to get away frcm home. They refuse to go to the 
dances and clubsraeetings of their national organizations of their 
parents. This revolt of the c.hildren often results in broken homes. 
With no idea of family life it is surprising what kind of
V
homes many of the children of immigrants establish. Most of them
t ‘i
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have not been very far from home^-' but they have gpne tjo school, have 
read books', have seen moving -pictuiveB -and plays. Jrom these exper­
iences mixed with the natural desire in every heart for an ideal 
home, they construct a homelife fiar in advance of their parents.
But usually, the most pitiful -thing about the home of the second 
generation is the great emphasis laid upon the material, progress 'and 
the lack of a spiritual life.
S. Religious Life in America.
■The religious background of the Slav has been discussed in 
Chapter Two*. On arriving in America, as well as everything else, 
the religious beliefs of tha Slavic woman must undergo readjustT." 
ment. She finds that the Church .an^ Sta.te ,are definitely ’separa'ted-, 
she is expected to -adhere 'rigidly "to the laws -of the cOtintry but she- 
can do as she pleases religiously.- Jn Eur.ope her -religion was so ^ 
closely bound to her national.life'that she coUld not separata the , 
two. 4/ should.'object to the national Church she knew she would
be subject ter-persecution. But here in America'no one interferes 
with her. religious beliefs. She. may have coflie to A^isrica to free her­
self economically, politically, and apcrially, but. no one honestly 
can free themsel'^es in these three ways without doing some thinking 
along spiritual lines. _Cften. it takes a whol^ generation .before a 
Slavic family thinks their way thro^rgh* to spiritual freedom, but 
sooner pr laj;er, ithat time comes..
^tati-s.tic^ cannot be secured regarding the number of Slays that 
have broken' awa/-from -their churches.. A survey taken, for that pur­
pose cannot be. relied-Upon‘Unless the surveyor is very familiar with 
the neighborhood and. kriows the people as friends. Slavs: are skepti- ‘
cal about any questions regarding the Church. Rather than .ha-ve the
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trouble that might result from openlynrenouncing the Church, they 
will claim allegiance to it even if they feitve lost all faith in it. 
Por an estimate of the- religious life of 'the Slavs in ^erica we 
must depend upon, the statements of the people whg know the conditions 
intimately.
ffrom the time of Htiis gveat religious differences, have existed 
among 'the. Slavs.- In tho exile following the l^rty Years War, many 
of the Czechs gave up the Church entirely and refused to hold any 
religious belief. These ?ree Thinkers are very well represented in 
America. Protestant Chnrch workers and Social workers among the. 
Czechs are quite .unanimous in saying t^t a third of them are Free 
Thinkers; another third are only noml^iil Catholics; and the remainder 
staunch adherents- of the Church. The' first two-thirds look for their 
spiritual refreshment to the Boi^emian ^tional Qlub?'. They s,re in­
different to the Protestant Church but allow their children, to 
an active part in all of its activities. The Disciple, Presbyterian, 
'Saptist-, Congregational,, and,Methodist churches have been success- 
ful ijn. giving ispiiitual help to. many Czochsi
The-Poles as a rule are- loyal to the C^ttholic .Church, but at 
present it is estimated 'that, oneathird haye dropped away from 
Church.„Some of the Boles establish-free Polish Churches, others 
adopt' Russelitism, hut many becomesa-thiesto* The Protestant Church 
mus.t not fail,'to take to the, Poles the-Gospel of Freedom.
Qf all 'the Slabs the religious situation of the Russians is by 
far the worst. Of all the Slavic Immigrant^ the' Russians are the most 
ignorant, and uneducated. They .have seen the Church and Government 
that have been supremely powerful- for centuries overthrown. They are
not able to understand suc^ condition and will believe anything
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that their 'leaders wish to tell them, Xhe Russians may he divided 
roughly into three groups Jaere in Aifierjlca. The first gfoup is that 
which c'lings to thh old Orthodox Ghuroh. 'This number is sMll and 
i-S still'declining. The Greek Church and Episcopdl Church have become 
affiliated in Americai In th4 present ‘condition, freed from authority 
of-the -Sussian government, 'this'church can render a larger- service 
to its'pedple than it has done in the past* The second group and by 
far the largest is composed of those people who call themselves Com­
munists* Here in America where they cannot watch first hand the con­
ditions as they develop in Russia, they believe everything the Com- 
muniSttleaders tell them* They think that the Church is destroyed 
entirely: in Russia and will ’have nothing to do with it here* Yet, 
when questioned, ninety percent, of the Russian children will say 
that they still pray in their homes. Qhri'st, the 'authority of the' 
ChuxtQh, 'and- the autocrasy of the' government are so mixed in thei'r 
minds that- the^ c^not think-clearly about the Gospel of Jesus, The 
Communist leaders n<>t representing the real Russians and many of 
them Jev/s', no sympathy 'at all for the Church and keep their
followers antagonized, toward 'all religion* Before this group can be 
led into a church they must see that it stands for the love of God 
and that that love expresses itself in service. In spite of the fact 
that they appear very bitter toward anything religious, these par­
ents will allcw their children to go to the Vacation ChurQh Schools, 
Sunday Schools, girl*s and boy*s clubs, and to the summer camps sup­
ervised by the Protestant Ghiirches* When educational clubs, forums, 
or mother*s clubs are held in church buildings many of them avail 
themselves of the priveleges these afford* The third group is made 
up of those who belong to various Russian sects, those, who have
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given up the Church hut ©till Relieve in a God of Love, and those
^ t .who are gradually drifting Into Protestant churches^ This group is 
small hut continues to grow.. With education the Russian is able to 
straighten out his "religious "thinking.
The Jugoslavs and Bulgarians in the past have always been very- 
loyal to the Churches of their mother countries. But in Amesica, the'
V .
same unrest possesses them as does the Czechs and Poles. 1/ the 
Greek Catholic, Roman Catholic, or Protestant Qhurches are to survive 
among the Slavs, they must develop a program of service; they must 
minister to the deep spiritual needs of their people; they must 
cease to place their empasis upon worjiout dogmas, cermonies, and 
en^ty forms and’return to the-'simple message of Jesus Christ.
C. Summary:
We see that in making the transition from the old country to 
America, the Slavic immigrant woman is thrown into a maze of pro­
blems. She comes meagerly equipped physically, spiritually, econom­
ically,- and educationally. Surely, the Church of Jesus Christ must 




1. What are the industrial changes the Slavic woman must make on 
her arrival in America?-
■2, What domestic changes must the Slavic immigrant won^n make in 
America?
3» Why does the immigrant woman not penetrate American life?
4. What would you suggest as a means of eradication the difference 
e^^isting between immigrant mothers and American daughters?
5. Where are the Sla'vs located in America?
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Chapter Jive
Organization -of Wbrjc Amon^ ‘the
Poreign Women
V. Organization WiSrk Among Foreign Women.
A. Introduction - The Problem Confronting the Church in an Ira-
migrant Comrauxaity:
A "For Sale" sign on a Protestant Church in a foreign community 
may be interpreted very appropriately as •Failure".-A church that 
does not meet the ever changing problems of the neighborhood in 
which it is placed fails. As foreigners move into a community the 
older Americans move away. In order to maintain an .audience, the 
pastor suggests following the members into the suburbs and building 
a new church plant. The membership, desiring to maintain a certain 
respectability and worship with greater ease, accepts the pastorfes 
.suggestion. The old building is sold to make room for a new store, 
f-actory sites, or to make a club house for a foreign group, and the 
new suburban church is built. The Americans draw their skirts a- 
bout them and leave the neighborhood to its own devices. The for­
eigners are left to carry on their life as best they can without 
American assistance. Such a church is a failure. Men wearing tall 
silk hats may vanish from the congregation, the swish of ladies* 
silken skirts may be hushed, but this does not spell "failure".
That church is a success which remains in its field and serves the 
people there until no people remain to serve.
As the type of people in the commnnity changes soothe program 
of the church must change. When the large, well-appointed homes 
which previously haoused each but one family whose social life was 
cared for, begin to house from four to ten families, thepjthe church 
must make provision for the social life of its community. When the 
homes of the cultured Americans axe -filled with ignorant foreigners
the Church must do its "share to meet the educational needs of its
((69)
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field* Since it is the fiyst 'duty of the-'Ohurch-to spiritualize ith 
c.ommunit'y, the church irr ^he 'f'oreign neighhorhood must sa develop 
its prdgram as to meet the problems of doubt eind atheism as they 
arise* L ‘ ^ -
Many churches dismiss their responsibility to work among the 
foreignera on the ..ground that it takes mere mon^y than they have to' 
use* In making this statement the9churches have in mind great com­
munity houses equipped with gymnaSiuns, club rooms, and swimming 
pools, guch equippment renders splendid assistance to the social 
life of a church, but is not absolutely necessary in carrying on the 
read, service of the churdh. What is more rfecessary than money and 
equipment 'is'a.group 6t consecra1:ecl men and women who will pledge 
fhemselvep to undertake the task* As they proceed- intelligently - 
step by step,- they will, be able to mak'e the proper building adjust­
ments to^meet their needs* A find-,, well appointed building with a 
few. people is a disgraae, 'whereas a small insignificant building 
whose spirit warms the hearts of its people and takes to them the 
high ideals of Jesus, no matter how crowded it may be, will be 
honored for its work because it is helping to establish the Kingdom 
of Heaveir. ^
The work of organizing ahd carrying un work among foreigners is 
not hard if undertaken sjij.stematically and patiently. Customs and 
traditions cannot be broken easily; hearts that have been disappoint­
ed in the promises of one Church find it hard to respond quickly 
to. the message of another; in aland where all the comforts 'of life 
and all the outward signs of equality and respectability can be 
earned, very often the desiie' for material gain plouds the yearn­
ings of the heart* The task of giving the Protestant message of
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Jesus i§ a long, slow process, but when the friits of this labor be­
gin to appear, then do the words of Jesus Christ reveal their full 
meaning,
!*Whosever shall -lose his life for mjc sake, the same ^hall find 
it.*l
B. Organisations -Mefetisg the Needs of tho Foreigners;
Before- the Church was awake ta Its responsibility to the for­
eigner, many people pron^ted by the spirit of Christ, set about 
to -meet this responsibility* Settltment Houses such as the Hull 
House of Chicago,- South End House of Boston, and Hiram House of. 
Cleveland were established^ In -this movementi-men and women, forget- 
ing themselve^y, unselfishly 'gaye^ up their homee and went to live 
in foreign compiunitiep. Their chief desire was to- eleyiate suffer­
ing* They foiind the needs of the foreigners to be-many: there were
s
gickness,. poverty, ignorance*, superstition, and hatred,^ with all 
their attending sorrows* The Settlement Houses did their best to. 
transform the envi^ronment about them* They carried on classes to 
teach English, good citizenship, trades and houshold arts*; gymnas­
iums, game rooms, musicals, and other recreational, activities were 
established; Day Nurseries, free medical-clinics,^ .^nd employment 
burefi^us were opened; food and clpth-ing were distributed i^ cas.s -of 
nee^;-every apparent condition of the foreigner-was cared for/
In addition to the Settlement-Houses other organizations de.- 
yelpped departments for the care of the immigrant. Among these were 
Juvenile Court systems. Legal,Aid SocietieSf Bay NurseryoAssocia- 
tions. Charity Organizations, Tre.velers* Aid Societies, and the 
various sctivities of the X<M*0*.4« National Organiza^
tions among the v^XQUs foreign groups-began to’ serve their less 
l.Luke 9; 24* ^ ^
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forjtunate "brotiiersi The Public Schools sa^ their responsibility for- 
the eiiuca-tion. of -the immigra:nt and opened cpurses of instruction 
for them* As -thesje organizations increased they often found their 
duties and territories overlapping, pather-.than-duplicate effort and 
wor]c, these orianizations began to cooperate and wor}c. in harmony 
with'eaohother. A splendid illustration of such cooperation may be 
found in the Welfare federation of Cleveland, J3hio. Ko matter what 
the-need of a family ndght be, ona telephone call to the Welfare 
federation office will put the inquirer in touch with the proper a- 
gency to meet the need.
At last, here and there, Protestant Shurohes woke up to the fact 
that they, too, ought to he doing something to. help, t]je foreigner. 
They looked about them to see that was being flone and their eyes, 
fell upon the attractive work of the Settlement Houses that was doing 
Bo' much to cure- the bodily ills of the. foreigner. Surely, that -was 
the work of the Master'himself I The-churches, ashamed of thgir long 
neglect, decided that they, too, must-carry on aoti-vities similar 
to the Settlement Houses. Aocor.dingly,great Settlements sprung up 
under the management of Chureh*-.authorities, Some of them carried on 
the old church activities .and added- the new features, others die-, 
carded the old prSferamssentire-ly. At last, as they saw sick people 
healed-under their care, hungry children fed, and the naked clothed, 
-the churches felt that they had found a means .by which they could
render their service to the foreigner.
'G. Who Shall Meet-‘the^ Needs of the foreign Woman? „
1* The Responsibility of the State:
Since in^this disc-ussion we are. interested in the foreign worn-
an, let us see“*wtat iher heeds are. After carefully studying the sit­
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uation we shall agree thai; they ma^s he classified as; 1. Jiealth and 
^Sanitation; 2, ^ployment; 3. Jiegal Aid; 4. Charity Relief; Jldu- 
cation; 6. Social Life; -7# spiritual .Life* If these are the needs, 
who shall meet them? Are they all the responsibility of the Church or 
do some belong exclusively to the Church and others to the State and 
other private organizations? Everyone will agree that it is the duty
of the State to care for the health .and sanitation of her people;
* ^s,
people have a right to loolc to the State for ihsistaixie in times of 
non-employment; in cases of need Legal Aid should be furnished by 
the State; very obviously education is a civic responsibility; we 
shall agree also, that certain phases of relief and soc-^1 life are 
matters for the concern of the State. Settlement Houses, the Y.M.C.A. 
and Y.W.C.A., and other private organizations as well as the Church - 
mass assist in these responsibilities*
2. The Responsibility of the Church;
But what of the spiritual life of the foreign woman? Is it the 
duty of the State to minister to that? All true Americans will say 
immediately, "indded notl-" The Church and State in America must for­
ever _reraain separatedi Do any of the-agencies of the Welfare Feder­
ation meet, the spiritual need of the foreign woman? If they were an­
swering the question they would say “Yes"-, for to them the relief 
of suffering and ignorance iBe,spiriti;al. But Christ very definitely- 
differentiates between physical and spiritual needs*
Christ places the teaching of the Way of Life above ministering 
to the temporal needs. He teaches us that man is led by an inner . 
light, that ideals of men- etre of more importance than their physical 
whnts* Jle teaches that his of life is a lifting process which 
pulls men and women out of the slough and mire of physical life and
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keeps them ever climbing Godward* .Therefore, to me.^t the spiritual 
needs of the foreign woman, must we not help her find a personal 
God. with whom she may have communion and to- whom she may go for help 
and guidance and strength? Must we not show her the perfect life of 
Jesus by which she can measure her own life? If given the inspiration
- , "r
of the life of Jesus would not the iramig^rant woman naturally grow 
dissatisfied with her rude surroundings and do all in her power to 
overcome them? Should not, then, the process of helping her come 
through the spiritual life, showing her her needs in the right per­
spective and then helping her to meet them? Very often it takes 
years to bring a foreign woman to accept Christ and all the fehiiener 
her physical needs must be raet^. But an institution that is equipped 
to teach the life of Christ as well as minister to the physical needs 
is the institution that can meet the spiritual needs of the ‘immi­
grant woman,
.Settlement Houses, the International Institute of the Y.W.C.A*,
and other social agencies cannot meet this need. Time after time the
men and women in charge of these institutions testify to the fact
that they help the people all they can without mentioning the name
of Christ or the Church. They try to show- in their lives and acts
the love of Christ and thus do their share to bring them spiritual
food. .A superintendent of a Church Settlement not long ago said he
felt it unnecessary to have a Chiirch service nor a Church School-,
it was enough to live among these people doing good as Christ did.
Such a position ;^resupposes a great deal* Men and women prompted by
the spirit of Chtist can do much good by trying to live like him.
But how imperfectly does the best of us live in comparison to the
Master? Can anyone reflect the Master perfectly in his own life?
"Jr’S
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Was it not the knowledge of the life of Christ -that prompted the 
unsQlfish luotive -of these people to live for others and thus bn a 
higher plan^? Then,, dare ,th§y omit the teaching of the life of 
Christ from their program huilt to reflect Christ? Must they not 
give these jiei^hors thp Bible -and hel.p them to- understand it so 
that they-might Mve t.he source: of the knowledge of Jesub_ Christ? 
Sines they received their inspiration from Christ must, they not o- 
pen up that life to those whom they, are trying to inspire? Xhis task 
can he accomplished only, hy an organization equipped to give relig- 
iousDeducation, namely, the Church* ^ »
-But ^ocial and-State agencies are right, when they say they can­
not meet this phase of the foreign woman*s needs* Since the Church 
is the only agency which can attempt this, problem,, this ought to be 
the primary function of the Church* The Church must not close her 
eyes to the_exi^ting physical needs of her community, where organiz­
ations exist to care for them the Church must dooheratfes.to toaintain 
them, where agencies are lacking the Church.must do her share to 
promote thenu But always, the emphasis must be on the spiritual
needs*
D* A Cpncrete Byample -of Organizatibr]L-^°*^S Foreign ffomen;
1* The Problem Stated;
In order to make the discussion of this problem concrete and 
simple, let us imagin a typical casp^^ O^he ^iret.-Christian Church of
^_developed a foreign problem* ^ome of its membfersshad moved from
the neighborhood and foreigners were taking their places. The Of­
ficial. Board^ decided npt to run away but to face this problem* A- 
committee from the Board was appointed to study th? problem and to 
recommend the necessaryj'changej jof program* This committee realized
m
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they had a big task before' them, for, though the Official Board was 
almost _unanimo,us for this work, still there were a great many peo­
ple in the congregation who -did not have. the. visi-on for immi-grant 
work^ TJhess people were perfea,tly willing to give money for foreign 
missions but to become missionaries themselves right in their own 
home city did not appeal to them. This new committee called “The Com- 
mitteeeon Community Problems'* had enohgh faith- in humanity to believe 
that if all of the people in the church had a chance to do some work 
among'-these foreigners and in so doing found a real task for the o 
• church, they would respond heartily to the new program. Therefore, 
the first thing the committee had to do was to put everybody to work. 
They outlined 4;he. work to-he done add found that one oi" their tasks 
was the problem of the foreign woman. The committee fell that if they 
could interest Mrs.Jones* class of raarrieb ladies in this project, if 
ih -were at all possible of acc-ompli-shment, it would be done. Tiie 
problem of studying the foreign woman's situation and ^of recommend­
ing a program of work among them was put before this class. As was 
the usual spirit of the ladies, they accepted the challenge enthus- 
Isastical'ly. A committee of -three women to supervise the work was 
appQinted and every member of the class pledged herself to do a 
share in this new undertaking.
2. Method of Proceddure;
a. -Pirst Step- Learning the Needs of the Woman:
The committee on*supervision realized at their first meeting 
that to know what the needs of the foreign women in their community 
were they must go into their homes and become acquianted with them. 
QnC lAember suggested marking a slirvey of the community, going from 
house to house to learn their nationality, creed, and the general
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n^eds of the family* But the chairman of the committee whose hushanci 
was a physician and worlced among these people questioned this plan*
Qhe had learned that these pDeople were suspicious of e.verything that 
smackejd of officialdom; thatc©ncerning creed no Q.9^3^3ceot data could 
be secured through 9, survey because tjae foreigner when asked what 
church he, belonged to would always 'say Catholic whether he. had given 
up the Church or not* This euiswer would be -given to avoid any un­
pleasantness with the neighborhood priests* Very often among the 
Czepha one would find those who were brave enough to tell the truth 
regarding their church relationships, and more recently among the 
Russians, but among all foreigners with Catholic bac3£groxmd a strang­
er could not be sure of the'truth of their answers* Xhe chairman 
felt also that in a survey call the feeliiqg of open friendship was
lacking. So the_plan of the survey was not adopted, instead the com-
^ *
mittee decided to ask the members of the class to call upon these wom-» 
en just as tjhey would call upon new toericans who might move into 
their community* The. object of the call would be to invite the child-., 
rerj to Sunday School, to learn the physical ahd spiritual needs of 
the home, and to get any other information possible without hurting 
the pride of the foreign -woman*
4t first, it fee^med impossible to get an adequate calling list, 
but the committee was surprised flmally at the number of families 
they secured* On the Sunday School roll they found the names of sev­
en children who had come once or twice to the Sunday School; the 
pastor of the church had the names and addresses of four flamilies 
where he had' been called upon in cases of death; the chairman's 
husband was. able to contribute twelve names; a member of the class wh 
whose dau^ter was a librarfan^in the oo:^unity was able to give
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five manes; and by the time that all the resouixjes were exhausted,
the Gommittee, found that they had a list of thirtysix different for-
>“
eign families living within walking distance of the church. They 
dopted Jesus* plan of calling and decide^, to send the women of the 
class out two by two into these^homes. The teams were made up, t^c 
calling lists organized, and on the following Sunday the work was 
planed before the class. The women were to have two weeks in which 
to make their calls after which a special weekly class, maating was 
to be held for reports.
The results of these visits were very fruitful, ^s.i;. found 
that Mrs.Simnovick* s baby was suffering from a very bad case of im- 
bitigo. Mrs. Si-mnovitch could not speaJc Emglish very well but had ex- 
lained brokenly that she had had a doctor who charged five dollars 
for his call and had left some ointment which she did not know how­
to use* She could not of ford to have the doctor again, but tearfully 
explained that the Ijaby was growing worse steadily* Qn investigation, 
IJrs.P. found that the mother knew' nothing about the free dispensary 
connected with the City Hospital. Without delay the women took the 
baby to the dispensary where the child was’well cared for. Two of 
the women found that nei;feher ©f the women on whom they called could 
speak English and had to depend upon^a conversation with -the child­
ren* Though the mothers could not understand their faces brightened 
as the children translated for the visitors* At one home two little 
children were found alone woth the door locked. A neighbor explained, 
that the mother worked everyday in a resturant and left a lunch of 
bread and coffee for the children whom she locked in the house. The 
children were not old enough to go to school* Two of the women found 
a Mrs.Sladky in tears* Her husband had been out of work for eight
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weeks because of a long ^ries of ■car))iJJ^les and, now tbe family was., 
penniless* T}ie neighborhood grocer was trusting them for food but I
Mrs. S.ladky .had a> horror of Tunning large bill^* She had tried to 
find work but was unsuccessful. The visitors had had the joy of get­
ting her work as a cleani'pg woman’ in an office and each^had sent he.r 
a- large basket of food* Mrs* Dvorak could- not speak ^English but show­
ed by her face, that she was teside^ herself with griot*' She had call- 
edj^neighbor woman in to talknwith .her visitors^hoping that they 
might help, her* her fourteen year old son Gustav had been arrested 
with^ome other boys and taken to the detention home without her 
^^no^edge* ‘S^he. could not understand the -offence he'-had committed 
nor th-essentepce whic,h had been pa.^sd* The vis^tbr^ were ^still 
working op the case and hoped to straighl^en it out ‘Satj^sfan’lo^rily.
In both of their calls two women found that- the families were, staunch 
Gatholias .an% they did nothing that might a^f.end them*
There were ma]^ other very interesting "reports but all of them 
carried, with them this test-impi^: the foreign mothers were bearing 
great burdens both physically and .spiritually^; ‘ they needed the hope 
and inspiratiJDn of, Jesus to put meaning irito- the tasks that other- 
wis^ were drudgery* Many .of ti:uHm--c,ould .not speak the English lang­
uage, mpst of them,had po speiaiXliXe at aljt^Witii exception .of 
three women who went tq a Bohemian KatiqpaJ- Club, and a few who be­
longed to. a Cro.fcheting Club, the social life df most of them consist­
ed in resting on the door-step and telling their- trouble^ bo thei^r 
neighbors, or- trying to forget them -for an evening -at a moving pic­
ture. show* ^
ub.~ aecondStep -^To Discover the Organizaybhs Already .at Work
jUnong’the-ibreigQ.. women:
The’Executive. .Committee, decided that'the church -dili not have
w * ru “ ' %
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resources enough, to meet all the needs of the foreign women nor wa& 
it Ishe’ir responsibility to do so. Therefore, they decided to find out 
what organizations were already at work in their community. Seven 
committees were appointed each to investigate a phase of the commun­
ity problem. The work of each committee was well outlined and as-the 
women worked at their tasks new problems opened‘before them and new 
solutions presented themselves. The repoBts of the investigatidns 
were as follows;
(li) Committee on health and sanitation: This committee found the 
lawg regulating health and sanitation all to Jse desiredv Connec-ted 
with the City Hospital'was a free dispensary that was open every 
morning for publicr^sef ^ great;* many.-people-made use of the dispens­
ary but no special effort was made to adverttize_ it among the foreign­
ers. Jn their visitation fif the community this committee found that 
’the inspection of stores was very well carried out and that all but 
ohe store was clean. That store-was owned and managed by a Polish 
Jew. A ndte was made of this and sent to the Health Department. The 
garbage disposal in the neighborhood of the church was not well 
oared for, women testified that “even in the heat of the summer their 
cans stood unen^jiied for a-whole week. This was xeported at once. 
Prom a Bohemian woman who spoke Engl'i'sh' very well and kept a jieigh- 
borhood grocery store the committee learned ,a great deal concerning- 
the medical situati'dn. The women seemed to know something aboub the 
dispensary^but unl'ess ‘they spoke English they hp.d a hard time to 
make the physicians and nurses, understand their- conditions and they 
seldom knew -h9.w ,to cariy put directions upon returning home. For 
those who could afford to pay a physician something it was h^d 
to find one who-could speak their language, or Ip whome -Wiey had
' j *1
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faith* At the time of confinement a .great many of the "women used raid-, 
wives who could give, little instruction regarding the necessary pre­
cautions to he taken before and after birth* fn the erase of coimun- 
icable deseases very often the mothers did not take seriously enough
the proper regulations* In the case of the State, the committee felt 
not
that it was^taking-ae keen as interest in the ^welfare of the foreign­
ers as V7as' necessary, and the attitude of the foreigners themselves 
was due to a lack of proper knowledge regarding American life.
i&J Committee on Bmployjnent*: This committee found that there was 
no provision made by the city government to assist the unemployed in 
securing persitions,. nor :waB there any provision made for the care 
of children whose mothers were.compelled to: work al-1 day away from 
home* By inciuiring at the Bo^d of Bducatlcij^they learned that when­
ever possible the foreigners evaded the school-laws regarding the 
working of school childreri* ;Tbe c-ommittee fel.t this was due -to a 
lack o.^ appreciation-an. the part of the parents for higher education* 
They found that the foreign mothers were -employ-e'd in factories, as 
dishwashers injresturants, .as' office cleaners, as laundresses, in 
housework by the day, and in keeping tooarders* They were surprised 
at the number working and learned that with fev/ exceptions every 
mother was doing something to help increase the family income-^
(3) Committee on Legal Service.: This committee went directly to- 
the Court House, to see what provisiorL.was made for di^yenile epurt 
cases* (yourt was in "session when.they arrived and they .were admitted 
tb" lijgten to the* cases on the docket that morning. They were amazed 
.at the number of foreigners who had t.o appear with their children, 
some t'.or minor offenc^es and others for things more, serious* It was
heart breaking to see parents who wanted'to* plead for thei]> child-
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Ten "but were handicapped by the language, others who seemed indiffer- 
enb to the -welfare of their- children, but most appealing were the 
children who had to come in contact with the seamy side of American 
life at a very early age, The committee found the Judge and ,the Pro­
bation officers to be very humane persons delighted in the Interest 
the women were taking and desirous of cooperating with them* Jlvery 
pouttesy waff extended to 'them, the entire system of probation and de­
tention was explained -to them, .and they were permitted to visit the 
detention, home for.children. 3ut-they discovered no organization 
whose primary motive was to give aid to foreign women who needed it 
and. were unable-to pay for ft.
..(4) Coramit'tee bn ,Charity Relei-f: This c'ommittee found a great 
many .organizations.*.furnishing-h^lp of a material sort,-All of^the' 
religious .bodies ijje-re lavish with their ^ifts but had no system in 
their giving nor a central office- through which the donations went. 
Jn additLonsto the 'churches, the schools, factories, and private in- 
-dividuals gave abundaxrtly ‘to the poor. But with no central clearing 
house for.their charity, the histrilbution of gifts'was hot ffanej 
some feunilies were over cared for while others -went without the nec­
essary aid, ,
-(5) Committee on Education: The committee on education felt that, 
there were three phases of education to investigate; the teaching of 
English to Foreigners, Citizer^^hip Classes, and classes for trades 
and household arts. The results of their investigation bhowed that 
the 'Board of Education conducted night schools for the teaching of 
English but very few women attended. The classes "for citizenship, 
likewise, were potrpatrohibpdthy the foreign women, ^cept for the 
classes in Household Arts conducted by the Public School for the
girls and for tiie work of a Settlement Souse that reached a few for­
eign women, nothing was "being done to teac.h the immgrant woman how 
to keep house in America.
(6) Committee on Social Iiife: The social committee inorestigated 
the mattero of playgVBunds,-parks, moving picture shows., ’howling al­
leys, and dance floors. .They found that there was only one small 
playground in the entire neighborhood of the church though there 
were several spots that were unused eind could be converted easily 
into, playgrounds. A great many of the foreign children used the city 
parks in the summertime and some of the mothers. .There were two 
moving picture shows, in the coramuni.ty both doing a thriving business. 
;Che shows attended by the co'raraittee were of a cheap grade and con­
tained nothing educational. There werettooliagge bowling alleys and 
six pool rooms that seemed to be busy all the time. .There were three 
dance floors, one owned by a dancing school, another belor^-ihg to 
.the Bohemian Uational Hall, and the third located over a large de- 
partment store and owned by a Pole who rented it to any club or or­
ganization who wanted it. .Occasionally, the mothers went to the 
dance halls when the National Clubs brought al,l the families together; 
some went quite regularly to the moving picture houses; weddings,'I • -f
christenings, and funerals attracted many of them, ,but on the whole, 
•the life of the foreign mothers was veiy hum-dr^.
(7) Spiritual Life; The committee on spiritual life decided thaji 
the needs of these mothers were the same as all mothers. .They must 
have something to take them away from their daily tasks .occasionally^ 
something that would refresh their spirits and give theiir work mean­
ing. As "they cooked and cleaned and washed and Ironed, day in and 
day out, -that their children might ¥8 well and healthy and look
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clean and attractiore, they must feel that they are not contributing 
alone to their- physical well-being but are being able to help their 
boys and girls grow into' worthwhile men and women* They must learn 
to feel that there is something eternal and everlasting for which 
they are working. This spiritual help must come through the ,0hurch. 
c. A Suggested Program for the Church:
Each committee presented the executive committee with recom­
mendations in their particular investigation. After studying these 
recommendations, combining those that overlapped, or discarding those 
which seemed to be unnecessary, the executive committee reached the 
third step in their work. They prepared a plan of proceedure or pro­
gram for the class to use in carrying on its work with the foreign 
women of the neighborhood. After the class had passed upon it, it 
was presented to the Pastor and the Official Board of the Church.
The Pastor and Offic-ial Boaxd were delighted with the work the wom­
en had done and voted unanimously to stand back of the women in 
their efforts to make the program a reality. This program was as
follows:
"The Loyal Women’s Class of the First Christian Church of A--, 
after studying for three months the problems of the foreign women in 
our coimnunity. wish to make the following Buggestions for work a- 
mong them:
Ab a olasB of women repreaenting a church we feel that our 
firat duty toward the foreign women of our community is to give 
them spiritual flood.-But just as the Master ministered to the phys­
ical wants of people in ne'ed, so we, too, must render physical as 
well as spiritual aid when necessary. We fe^l that certain types of
work are purely the responsibility of the State , some of private
... . ;iii' .. ■___
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organizations other than the Church, and some are the Besponsibility 
of -the Church alone. Those tasks that are ours we propose to assume 
as ^r as possible, those of the State and private organizations 
Which are not c-ared for at present we shall assume as best we can un­
til the proper authorities take them^ over/ In the meantime we shall 
make if our duty to bring the attention of the public to the respons-
ibilii^ies it should carry# '
1# Suggestions to the State and private Organizations:
The following pure pi number of suggestions we intend to make 
to civic authorities:
(a) Cfheok up regularly on garbage disposal in all foreign 
neighborhoods#
(bj Print in the various‘fietgh^nrlanguages'Spoken in o'ur city 
ahd distribute, information regarding the use of the dispensary.
(c) Employ two'ViSiting-nurses capable of speaking at least 
one of the'Se languages. The duties of these durses should be to at­
tend during clinic hours and to make follow-up calls in the homes 
for purposes of help and instruction.
(d5 We would -suggest that -plans, be started for^ a neighborhood 
clinic to -be placed by the City Hospital fri our community. An eduaa- 
tional aampaign for better 'healtlr could ber carried on in, a neighbor­
hood clinic more effectively tha'n by an organization located at a 
distance.
(e) We Would recommend that the- city establish a free employ­
ment bureau to which people in need of Work could turn. This depart-
.ment might assume the nature of •vocatfo’rial guidance and cooperatOon 
with the Board of -Education.
(f) Since it is impossible for many mothers to attend the
'e •
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evening schools, afternoon ciassee for English and go^d Qitizenship, 
should he estahllshed. Eor mothers who cannot -leave their homes -or 
■a2;e too timid to do so, afternoon or e-vening kitchen classes should 
he established*--Xn case enough, teachers cannot be secured by the 
Board of Educatiohi the women of the Church ehoMd bo willing to
volunteer 4s teachers of English.
4^) A Bay Uursery.with a Nursery ^ehooli^^rogr^ should be es­
tablished in our community by the Board of Education to car.e for the 
Qhildresi of mothers who dind it, necessary to work during the day.
(.h-) We would recommend to the Park department that the twp va­
cant lots at Twelfth and Hancock streets be pi^chased and developed
into a community playg^roupd^ ^ ^
■ (i) To the Board of Censorship’we would recomraen*L that an in­
vestigation be made of the type .of moving pictures shown at the 
"^trand" and "Silver Screen", theatres^ and that the laws of cetosor-
ship be enforced in these two playhouses.
We hope to interest the various clubs and private organizations
in the following:plan:
We would suggest that s,teps be taken, to unite all agencies en­
gaged in giving'Ghe5*it-y pelief under a common board. Such an organ- 
ization might be called the United felfare
ganization will have for its purpose the aiding and rehabilitating 
of unfo^t^ate. farcdlies. It would represent the Qity Hall, Qity 
Hpspitalj Board of Education, the public hi'^Ta.Ty, the yarious relig­
ious bQdies, Women's Eederated Glubte, and any other organizations 
that have an altruistic aim. The support- of this work woiild have a
& w ' * **
legitimate, place in a Coram,unity Chest Eund. Some, of the duties of 
the United-Welfare- Organization would be to direct, persons in need
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to the proper agency of relief, to investigate cases applying to them 
for any sort of aid, to keep a conqplete file of all cases receiving 
aid from any source, to promote all phaaes of education among foreign­
ers, and to cooperate constructively with all agencies^.for public 
welfare.
2. ^he Program Withih the €hur(5h:
Since the- interests of the mothers are bound up in the lives of 
their children, in order to help the mothers we must have our work 
so organized as to ibake in the entire family. Xhe program of our 
Church must consist first in a fukly organize^i Church School with 
the following diyasions:
(a) Qhildren*s-Division - (l)-Nursery Dept. Ages a-5.
(.2) Beginner*^" " 4-5.
(3„) Prdmry ** * 6-8.
" (4‘) Junior 9-11.
(b) Young People's Division;
(1) Intermediate Dept.- Ages 12-14.
(2) Senior « - • 15-17.
(.3) Young People is « - " 18-25*
(c) Adult Division : (l)-.Women*s.Clags.
t.2). Men* s ,81asa.;,
t3) Young Married PoJtke^* Class.
Since in our Christian teaching we.tiirow out ideals for social
*
life we must give ^ur people a certain amount of soc^d^l activity.
With wholesome programs these socii^l activities may be made educat­
ional as well.- they should take the following fbrmsi
(a) Story Hours for children under the Junior age. Also seaaon-
able parties,.
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(b.) Beginning with the Junior age and continuing throughout -the 
Church School we should form clubs which are based on the "5*our Fold" 
life* OJhese clubs should be formed wi-thin department ages, i^oys and 
girls and men and. women, regardless of natidnality,-will be admitted 
to these clubs the only requirement £e£ngctive membership being bon­
ified membership in the Church School*
(.c) We realixe that it- will be in^ossible to get the mothers' 
to come to the Church .or Church School without first breaking down 
the wall of timidity and ignorance regarding our church.-For that 
reason-we intend to conduct .a "Home Department" such as has been 
tried with great suoce'ss in two-other churches working among the
N
Slavic Immigrants of Cleveland, Ohio* We' shall modify their program 
to fit our needs.
(d) In. order to create a high motal atmosphere during the 
summer vacation months fehazoOigh religious Bducation, we woUld sug-- 
gest thart the church maintain for five weeks a Vacation Church School. 
If well advertized such a school should bring us in touch with many 
new families* Xhe service rendered to the children and mothers by 
such a school".would be unmeasurable*
(e^ In odder to .present wholesome recreation ahd create an i- 
deal in the minds of our neighbors for whnrfehwiaile entertainment, 
we would suggest that our church conduct a lecture course next Win­
ter. We would suggest having -eight numbers of the best type wd^^could 
seg.ure and sell the tickets just at cost price*
U) Svery three .months we would ha^geatfdmily nighb when all the 
clubs would be invited to join inr a- happy 'time together* %n the sum­
mer this family party ma;;^ be turned into a pioxfic*
(gl We fee,l that the best service' we can render ta the mbthers
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of our coramunity is. to teach, them and their children how to take 
care of themselves. §o we shall do everything we can to train the 
boys and girls and parents to maintain -their organizations.
(h) We realize, that many of our recommendations are ideals 
which we-cannot attain ourselves. But we have a voice in making 
the civic programs and we shall do all in our powe:r. to qreite the 
right sentiment regarding the welfare of our women. In the meantime, 
while we are waiting for this program to develop we are atorg a 
number of the members of our chxirch to serve on a general Social 
Service Committee. We are asking this committee to meet from time 
to time with us to discuss-problems of social service,, and indiv- 
idually'-whenethere are* problems that- their particular training
makes' them capable of solving. ;
(i) As a class we still consider it our problem to care for 
the visitation in our community, to stand ready to fill any place 
of service that, this program calls for, and to care for new pro.- 
blems as they arise.
Signed - The Loyal Women.
B. Conclusion:
Just as this church went about sanely and logically to meet 
its problem so any chirrch can. Instead of running away from its 
foreign problem the church can meet it. T^he Loyal Women's Class 
used the right method in organizing work among the foreign wom- 
enp namely:
1* Learning the needs of the women in the community.
2. Bicovering what organizations were already at work and the 
amount and effectiveness of their work.





!• T.0 what degree do ^ypu thir^_the S'yite is resppnslhle for the 
welfare of the iinmtgrant?
2. What is the responsibility of the Church to the iranugrant?
Discuss the value of free visitation over the survey method as 
a means pf becoinming acquainted with the foreign woman*
4. What value is there in including children's organized work in the 
program for women? of-what valye Is. the‘ CradJLe Jloll?
5’, Should the Church cooperate With other private organizations in 
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Chapter Six
The Home Department of the Churgh
yi« The, Hpme Department of the Church,
A* introduction - The Origin of the Horae Department of the Broad-
way Christian Church.
^ £
For many years the Home Department of the Church School pro­
gram has rendered a unique service. Shut-ins^ house-wive,s, and men 
and women who work at home or away from home on Sund^s may he kept 
in touch with the Church School through 'the medium of this depart­
ment. For a long time the Horae Department of the Aetna Roa_d Christian 
Church of Cleveland, Ohio, had rendered this service, when suddenly,
* t
it was vested with a new and deeper meaning. The old memhership of 
the church was moving farther out into the suburbs and selling their 
property for factory sites ^d to the foreigners who were employed 
in these factories. As the coramnnity changed new problems arose be­
fore the church., among them the problem of 4die Sunday School. The 
fine large classes had disappeared and a new typ® of boys and girls 
were filling the class rooms. As the Pastor went from home to home, 
he found that the coramunity had become almost solidly foreign. In 
many of the homes he found a poverty of spirit brought about by the 
lack of the love of Jesus. Indifference, atheism,, and skepticism a- 
bounded bbeiywhere. He realized that if he were to do his duty by 
the community in which he was working he must bring new life into 
the homes, this he could do only by inspiring the mothers with the 
ideals of Jesus Christ.
Though they never urged nor encouraged it, many of the mothers
were willing enough to let their children run off to Sunday School,
but they themselves would not be interested. The PastoV realized he
must meet this need someway and studied the organizations of his 
Church' to find ‘the one -vtocfiiisdi he coulfl reach these mothers. It
(102)
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wasn't the Ladies'' Aid Society because these women needed spiritual 
food* It jjasn'-t the Women's Missionary Socie'ty because these for­
eign women could, not.,yet appreciate the purpose of such an organiz­
ation. The Home Department included -adults*; why not use it? Immed­
iately,. the name of Home Department was vested with a larger and 
richer meaning, it would he used to build new homes filled with the
spirit- of Ghri-stl.
B. The Organization of the Home Department:
Before it reached its present form of organization, the Home 
Department of the Aetna Rd. Churoh went through many stages of -ex­
periment. Ror five ye-ars it hab born its present form whiah has 
proved very fruitful and has servSd ‘for- a pattern to tWo other 
churches trying to meet the same needs. FiTst of all, it was moved 
and had to change its -name. The Aetna Road 'uroperty Was sold 4ihd 
a lot a few blocks further away from the factories yet. closer to 
the peopls was purchased. In April, 1914,. a fine new building was 
opened and dedicated. This new building was cs-lled the "Broadway 
Christian Church" because it was to serve a large territory lying 
back of the -main- thoroughfare, proadway. The Homb Department of the 
Broadw Christian Ch.,;rdh became a viUl factor in the neighborhood 
and- today has the love and respect of .hundreds of mothers.
B. Tlii. Form of Organization;
a. Aim:
The aim of the Home Department may he most fittingly ex- 
pressed by the paragraph which appears on the program for 1924-25
and bears the title ."Our'Pad th* . It says:
-«We believe in God-as our Pathermwho loves us, leads us,
inspires us, and forgives us; we believe in Jesus Christ, His Son,
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as our Teacher, our Master, our Friend, and our Savior; we believe 
in the worthiness of our own lives and the nobler purposes of our 
womanhood; therefore, we have h^jaded our lives together in this 
holy, faith for the enrichment tif oxirselves and the blessings of
others.
This is our Faith.-"
b. Membership;
There are three different kinds of members in the Home De­
partment, the active, the associate, and the prospective members.
The niiclius around which this department is built is a group of wom­
en from the .adult women's .class and some Sunday School teachers.
T^ese wojien form lihe basis for the active membership to which are 
added sJ.1 other women who come regularly enough -to the raontbly 
meetings to have their names appear on the secretary's book. Twice 
a year the secretary's book is revised and the nanes of non-r attend­
ants are, crossed off.- Associate members are those who have signified 
their willingness to join the Home Department but have been taken 
off of the book for non-attendance or have not yet appeared at a 
meeting. The .prospective membership are those women upon whom calls 
should be made to interest them in this organization. This lidt is 
gathered through Sunday School o.alling, suggestions from friends 
^nd neighl5ors, And often by followir^ the moving vans. .A woman need 
only .state her desire to do so in order to become a member. An ac­
curate card file list of all the members is kept in the church office
c. Jinajxoial Maintainance:
The department isself supporting and is able to contribute to 
various enterprises of the church. No regular dues are connected 
with-fhe organization because of the varying financial conditions
A
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of the raerahers, but a collection is taker! at each meeting* 
d* -Officers and 'Comniittees:
-The. officers of this department are the Superintendent who is 
directly responsible for the entire organization, the President, 
Vice>-President, and Secretary j-treasiArer*- The last three officers 
named axe chosen each year by a nominating committee of the depart­
ment* There are fhnrecommitteeesappointed each year, the Visitors 
Coramitteep Welfare Committee, hostess Committee, and the Foreign 
Speaking Committee, 
e. Meetings;
The Home Department meets the first Thursday enrening of e'vsjfy 
month from October through June,
2,. Ihe Duties of the Committees:
-a, Ihe ^ixect-tive Committee; - "
,The duties of. the Executive committee are similar to those of 
any organization. These officers are selected by a nominating com­
mittee who are guided by the Pastor and Siiperintendent. It is -neoea«- 
sary to select women for thepe positions who are tactful, filled 
with the Christian, spirit, and faithful to the ideals of the Home 
Department, They, in turn, select, the other three committees of the 
organization. It is the aim of the Executive committee to put every ■ 
woman to work as soon as she is able, -starting with small duties 
and working into places of greater responsibility, .This committee 
determines tha nature of the programa .and the policy of the depart­
ment on vital matters of concern, ^There are no stated times at which 
this committee meets,
b. The ViBitOffSTs, Committee:
The, yisito?® ^Qg^lttee: is of great importance, in f^t'i^he
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Department could not exist -without the work of this committee*
With the memhers of the Executive Committee who alwa^^s are included 
this committee has from ten to fifteen members* Ho woman, is aske4 to 
be a Visitor until she has accepted Christ and has been in the Home 
Department at least six months* This committee meets in^September, 
Janxiary, and March,
Each Visitor is given a -list of women upon whom she is to call. 
All of the members, active, associate, and prospective, are divided 
among the Visitors, The aim of the distribution of names ^s not 
equality in numberd, much more thought than that is given to this work 
work* Usually, .either the Pastor or the Superintendent has seen each ' 
member or' prodpfective''member and knows what kind of a woman will 
m^e the greatest appeal to each. Some women make better Visitors 
than bthers and do not find it such hard work, .Therefore, the names 
are divided intelligently among the women regardless of number,
The Visitor iS'a gottfcdian of her list. She is supposed to. call 
upon her women at least ohce a month preferably just befdre the month­
ly meeting* If any of’ hes memtelrs .are. sick or in trouble, she must 
report the fact* .In short, .the Visitor must keep her finger on' the 
pulse of the homes assighe'd to her and, in turn, keep the Pastor, 
Superintendent, or Executive Committee -informed concerning its act­
ivities* Occasionally, at. the monthly meetings the Visitors are call­
ed dpon to report the number of calls -made and the number of their 
women preserit. A happy rivalry is stimulated in. this way and the 
visitors Are spurred on to greater efforts.
The work of the Visitor is not easy and. is often discourage 
ing. Vety sdldom' does one call- bring- a woman to the Home Depart­
ment msQbingi;^ It takes real, faith in one's task to call month af-ter
*
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montii and year after year to persuade a woman that, you have a 
“Pearl of Oreat Priae" waitin^^ for her# It* is quite common in a 
yisitor*s 4aeeting~“for some woman to s^ay,“Please don't give me ICrs.Sj 
I've -called there, every month for a year and can't do anything with 
her. Perhaps, a new face will have a better effect upon her.“ If it 
seems wise the ct^nge- is made or the Visitor is filled with new 
faith. But the Visitor is rewarded for her labor when after long and 
effort one of the associate members or prospective members 
finally‘does come to the meeting# Invariably the new memberswill 
sit with her eyes and ears wide open, a look of amaaement and 3ceen 
interest on her face, and when it is all over she will say, If
I had known it ,was*14ke this r would have^ come beforel I'm going to 
tell Mfs.X. about it, I know she'll want to cornel*^ Right there the 
Visitor has made an active moiiber and added a prospective member to' 
her list. But the greatest .joy comes into the heart of the Visi'tor 
Y/hen she is priveleged to witness some one of her members accept 
Chri,st as her personal Saviour,
c. The. Service Committee:
IShile the Home Department is rendering its membership real 
service-it is giving them also the joy of serving others. The Service 
Committee the following duties:
(l) When cases of need or sickness are-brought to the attention 
of the Home'Department, the Service Committee, either by doing it 
theiaselves or assigning the work to ^ther&, sees that the need- is 
met. Plowers are taken to the sick, baskets of food ahd clothes to 
the poor, or a pretty gift to a member bles's^ with a nei? baby.
tSO Whe-jq dishes, cooking xitencils, tes towels, o'r other e- 
quipment is needed, by the church, this committee represents the
Imm I
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Department in meeting 'the ohligation#
(3) The Home Department has chosen the Cleveland Christian 
Home for their particular mission station* There are three distinct 
pieces of service they render to it for which the Service Committee 
is responsible;
n «
(a) Twice during the year the Committee declares a "Cookie*' 
night when all the members are asked to bring some home made cook­
ies for the orphans. Various kinds of cookies appear, American, Pol­
ish, Bohemian, English, Welsh, and others. The women'respond joy­
ously to these special nights.
A
(b) A.t the regular monthly meetings an extra collection
T
is taken for. the "Easter Fund", Just before Easter this money is
turned into a check and sent to the Cleveland ChxistiannHbmfig.The
Slim varies ifrom five to twenty dollars.
■»
(c) A weekly sewing day is maintained at the Home when 
the women of the various churches take their turn mending old 
clothes and making new supplies. The Home Department women do their 
share in this task and enjoy it. In fact, they have the reputation
.. n -
for rendering the best and most faithful service,
V ^
d. The Hostess Committee:
The work of the Hostess Committee tekes place at the regular 
monthly meetings. The members of this committee must be good re^ 
presentatives of the organization as they are always i^ry much in 
evidence at the meetings and new women are apt ta form their ppin- 
ion of the Department by these women. The duties of this committee ar 
are :
- ^
(-1) To welcome women at the door, make them acquainted 
with the other women present, and to make everyone feel at home,-
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(2) This committee selects the special hostess for each 
meeting and help her select those who are to assist her* The spec­
ial hostess and her assistants plan and provide the lunch for.the 
evening* The Hostess Committee assists in serving the food and ise 
responsible for seeing that the kitchen is left in good conitlon*
e* The Foreign Speaking Committee:
There are many women in the community who cannot speak Eng- 
lish| therefore, a committee of women who can speak both English 
and some other language Iseappointed to care for them* The duties 
of this coianittee are:
(l) To call upon the foreign speaking women or to have their 
names assigned to those Visitors who can speak some foreign lang­
uage*
(^2) To enlist them in ancEnglifihrClass. If they cannot at­
tend the night schools provided by the city and the city cannot 
send a teacher-’during the day or a special Mtchen Class teacher 
for the evening, this committee must provide a' teacher firor them, 
jfifter. the womer^ave become acquainted with the-church they may be 
enrolled in an English Class held at the church* Every effort is 
made by this cimmtttee to enlist thfm in the civic classes*
(3) Whenever there is any opportunity^to get these women to 
a chur.Qh gathering it is the responsibility of this committee torn 
invite them and to make them feel at home when they come.
3* The Program of the Home Department:
a* Getting the Women Out to the Meeting:
The problem of getting the women to attend the Home Department 
meetings has been touched on befopre. It cannot be mentioned too 
often. It is a long and trying process to build up a substantial
group who come regularly to the meetings. Though the number of act­
ive and .associate members may be as large as one hundred and twenty- 
five and average attendance of fifty would be considered very good. 
When aemfefeting comes but once a month, and the women with whom you 
are dealing are, burd^ened with hpusehold cares, many things may oc­
cur to keep them home. In October 1919, the first time the Home De­
partment of the Broadway Christian Church met in ^the e-vening, there 
were seventeen ladies present, in the October meeting of 1920 there 
were twentyfive present, -and in 1921, thirtyseven. The average at­
tendance had grown^ in proportion being for 1921-22,■ ^iftyOfive,
The most impprtant raethod-of bringing the women is by oallisg upon 
them* The pstal cards, and church paper may be usea.
I^om Sunday to the day of the meeting every effort of the Pastor, 
S.uperintendent# and Visitors Committee should be directed toward 
getting the women out to the x>3:ogram.
b*- A General Outline of the Program of the Home Dejpartment:
It is very important to have something worthwhile for the wom­
en when they do come to the meeting. Many different kinds of programs 
were tried varying from the purely social to the religious. It was 
found that those programs that included the religious talks were the 
most successful. Finally, certain principles In the building of. the . 
program were dedided upon. Each program was to care for the spiritual, 
educational, and socail needs of the wcanen and the business of the 
Department, The primary motive of each .meeting would be to give the. 
-women an inspirational,-spiritaul message. Then, by presenting very 
wh.olesome and cultural entertainment, create in the women a desire 
for the best 3:ec-reation, In a .half hour of fellowship at which
time the hostesses would serve the lunch it was hoped that the
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warmth of Christian friends would bring a glow into the heart of 
every woman and ■"Ben<i her away feeling that she had been close to the 
Master himself. After such a meeting, the committee felt that every 
woman present would want to live her life on a nobler plane.
It was foxmd. that the women themselves through the Hoetess Com- 
mittee could take care of the social hour but the Bible message and 
the entertainment had to be planned differently. It was decided that 
only those who understood .the backgrounds from which the women came 
could help them s-piritually.’ That task ussually falls heavily upon 
the Pastor, his wife, and the Superintendent of the Department. Ho 
money could be spent on the entertainment so people were asked to 
volunteer their services. Talented people from other ..churches in the
* t H '
city were called upon to play, tg-sing, or to read-. People were very 
kind and splendid talent was brought to these meetings.
A program must be planned for the foreign speaking women for 
the same evening. The prayer meeting should b^onducted for them
V
in the language they understand best. It is very hard to secjire a 
spiritual leader for these people. But if possible, a leader should 
be secured for each nationality.. The same lessons may be followed as 
with the English speeiking women. -If the entertainment is the kind 
both groups can appreciate, the groups may come together to enjoy it. , 
All the gr-oups soiin eachother in the social hour. It is the duty 
of the Foreign Speaking Committee to make the women feel at home and 
td meet other women who can opnaferse with them. This helps to bridge 
the gulf between the foreign speaking woman and her English speaking 
neighbors, and assists her in learning the language.
The following is an outline pf a typical program: c:
Theme - Jesus, the Mother’s Friend.
Theme - CTesus, the Mother* s Priend:
11^
A*!Devotxonal:
la I^ran - How the Day is Over.
2. - ;tnvocation.
3. Hymn - My Jesus, I Ijpve Thee. «
4. Talk - J.esus,- the Mother*B Friend - by the Pastor*s Wife.
5. prayer- Pastor.
6. M/mn - What a Friend We Have in Jesusi
B. Entertainment:




2. Minutes of^last meeting.





Coffee and Bohemian Pastry served.
E. Benediction and adjurnment.
r
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c. The following -are sample pr^ograms'-for tv/o years^
First Year:
Topic for the year; Jesus'-Way - I am the Way^
Special Bible reading - The Gospel -of JjuJse - One chapte’r weekly,
1. The Mission of Li^e - Luke 2;. 49 - My Father's Business..
2# Whatsis your Life? - Jiuke 12:1b - Life not Things.
3. Ijearning to Live - Luke 10:27-29 - This do and thou sl^lt livsi
4. Building the New Life - Luke 6; 46<fi49 - Building on the Rock.
5. Discipleahip of Jesus - Luke 14: 25-33- Bear the Cross and Follow.
6. Becoming a Christian - Luke 9: 59- Follow Christ.
7. Dedication of Life to Christ - Luke 12;8 - Confess Christ.
8. Cl-othed with New-Power- - Luke 24:49 - Power from on High>
9. Christian Witnesses - LUke 24: 48.? Ye are Witnesses.
Second Year:
Topic for the Year: Gcd answers the needs of our every day life. 
Special Bible reading for the year - The Book of Psalms- One Psalm
Daily.
1. How God Cares for Us- Ps.23,Matt. 6:25-34. The Lord is My Shepherd,
2. What God teaches about Thanksgiving- Psalm 138-; Matt. 11:25-30.
I will give Thee thanks with my whole heart.
3* What God teaches about Loving hindness. Psalm 36:5-?llj I.COr. 13. 
IJowHow precious is thy loving kindness,. 0 Godi
4. How God teaches us to trust Him- Ps. 27; II.Timothy 1:8-14.
Jehovah is the Strength of my life.
5. Kow God answers our Prayers for Help - Psalm 121; James 5i'13-20.
He will Keep thy Soul.
6. How God Forgives Us- Psalm 32; Matt.6; 12-15.
Thou forgavest the Iniquity of my §^in.
• How God Wants''US" to Follow Him- Psalm '63^ Matt«r6i^4-26.
0 Go'd, XHou ^art^ -My God. * ^ » i .
8. The Place of "the Worship of God in Our Lives- Psalm 84; Matt.4:10. 
Blessea is the Man that trusteth in Thee.
9. How God Blesses the Righteous* Psalm 1; Matt* 25: 31-40.
Whatsoever He doeth Shall Prosper.
C. Conclusion- The Home Department in relation to the church.
The Home Department acts as a stepping stone into the church. 
Women MiochaveeneVernhean in a Protestant church and who in their 
jiouth have "been taught that to enter one was a sin, find it hard to 
enter the church for the first time on Sunday. Women who have neg­
lected the Church for a long time feel too self conscious to'appear 
the first time on Sunday. The week-night meetihS of wholesome social 
fellowship wears the strangeness and timidity away. The Lecture 
Course provides a second means of wearing off the timidity and in- 
trodiucins the woman to the type of service the church renders. After 
the woman has come to several meetings of the Department she should 
he invited to the Sunday morning or evening service-. In case she has 
a Catholic haclcground the morning service will appeal to her more 
strongly. An invitation to join the women'‘s Bihle Class 6n Sunday 
should be given as soon as" the woman c'braes^into the Department, This 
invitation should be continued until she responds. Finally, she is 
asked to become a Christian. In the Broadway Christian Church this 
process is continually going on, A list of the women who dre ready 
to come into the Church is made out in the fall and constructive 
work done with them throughout the year. Always by haster, two 
thirds of the people entering the Church are-mothers of the Home
Department and their relatives. Out of every fifty joining the
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Church a% least thirty will have "been directly influenced by the 
Home Department, Home Department of the Broadway Christian 






1* Does your church have an immigrant problem?
2, -Js your Church School well organized?
3. Do you have a Home Department? What are its duties?
4. Discuss the value of the programs for the year suggested in 
this chapter,
5, Suggest in^roveraents in the form of organization of the Home 
Department of' the Broadway Christian ^Church,
Chapter Seven
The Challenge
• > . s
inj. The Ghallehge*
A. The Mixture of AmQrj.Qao an^ Alien European. Sticks;
1. ;rhe American frohlem of R^ce Mi^cture 5ot Unique;
America is call^ed the melting-pot of the world. Here men from 
every nation in the w^jrld may "be fonnd* Many people think' that the 
United S.tates is unique in this phenomenon of race mixture and fear 
that the peqple of our-'nation are'doomed to become a ’mongrol** race. 
As long as the immigrants were from Northern Europe and the United 
Kingdomi no one was alarmed. But when the source of iramigfation 
changed to Southern and Eastern Europe consternation took possession 
of- the. American people. The question of the result of race mixture be 
came the .subj ect ^for conversation, del^ate, 'margazine-articles, and’ 
books. The subject was attached in suph a way as to represent the’ 
Amerloan race pnefelimnas. an althogether unhqard-of* problem*^ Yat an­
thropological and historicj!,! .research have demonstrated-that there 
is practically- no- pure xaci^ stooks. Every nation is a mixture of 
peopl^5S to such a degree we look for local characteristics rather 
than a uniform national type^ We speak of the Northern Italian and 
the Sicilian, of the Northern and. Southern: Slav, of ^the North of 
Ireland types** Juqt Italy, Jlussia, England, or’axiy-European 
country was formed by migration and iaoter^'raixture or many races, 
so America is being formed. The only difference is the differe'nce
of time.. We look across and .Siee old Nations and forget the’long >•
years of ponstruction while we-are .in the formative periodc-df the 
American race. *- - -
2. physical J)anger ot Race ^p.?cture JJot Real: - . - '
America'will be a new physical race. Franz "Boas in his an­
thropological researches in'New^^^f^has discovered that the
fU8) . ^
children born in the United States of immigrant parents actually 
change in their physical appearance* 'The Czeohe hav^' offered the 
best opportunity for study because they came to America very early* 
Czech immigrants show their .Slavic characteristics in their broad 
faces., but the faces of their children are slightly narrower, and 
by the third generation the width of the face has decreased still 
further. Discoveries in other, immigrants such as -the shape of the 
head, the heighth of the body, have been found."This shows that the 
various European physical types that coihe to cur shores are not ab­
solutely permanent but can be changed in one generation in this new 
environment* Thus, we see that American environment actually chimges 
the physical bodies of Fts'people and is bringing about a new physr 
ioal type. .Since it has not been proved whether roundheads or long 
heads, tall-bodies or short bodies, broad faces or narrow face's are 
sujperior, we ma.y be sure that the physical danger of the influx of 
European races is no^t real.
3. The Real Danger of Race Mixture is Spirituals 
d. America, the Spirit of Fre'edom and Democrasy:
But, while there is no real physical danger in permitting so 
great a variety of European types to live in America, there- is a 
spiritual danger. After all, the United States is not^ measured by 
its mountains', its^'piratties, nor its railroads, nor is it measured 
by the physical bbn'tur,e of its people. We speak of the discovery of' 
America and immediately the picture of Columbus aomes to our minds 
and we hear the thrilling cry, "Landi Dhndi*^ Bui America ds not 
land nor was dt discovered in 1492, America is a spirit, a spirit 
conceived in 1415'at the Council of .Constance when Jan'HuS was our 
burned at the stake, and born in 1521, at the Diet of Worms when
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Martin Luther standing -before the greatest authority of Europe de­
clared," Conscience is und,er bond to God*s word. Recant I can­
not and will not for it is neither right nor wise to act against 
conscience. God help In so doing Luther freed the hearts
and minds of men. iffhy did the Pilgrims a century later gome to Ara^ 
erica?
•They came as protestors against the attempt to fetter their 
^ainds and souls by an authority which England presently destroyed. 
They c^me as prudent, hard working business men, who made a living 
for themselves and their ciiildren, where none had worked before.
They sijujceeded where all previous attempts in New England had failed; 
they were the, pilot ship-for the-puritans; they lifted the big end 
of the dominant forces of the world.^.... They were a feeble "community 
weighted down with .debt, no favorites of their icing, -had no^backipg 
of a rich gompany, .no colonizing policy, no consciousness that they 
were-making history -■ just a plain, sibstantial, honest, upright 
body of men, who trusted God and kept their powder dry. They educated 
their children; they shared in the duties and obligations of their 
simple governraent; they gave to the world a proof that can never 
be gainsaid,- the proof that a few human beings with high hearts and 
good lives can make a commonwealth and a government whfch is fitted 
to last for ages.“l It is this spirit, the^ppirif of a pioneer in 
moral ideas which may be endangered by the, inf lux of alien
top.e»he Mentor - Hov;. 1920 - «The Pilgrims".
.b« All Immigrants peeking Ereedom and Demoorasy:
Tet as we trace the causes- of immigration we find that America 
always has b&enyfehe haven for the oppressed people of the world.
1.- The Mentor —Nov. 1920 - "The Pilgrims".
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They iiave heard of this c'oiintry for which,-freedom and deraocrasy ar.e 
synortyms, Si-hce men when they'migrate' leave a fixed home, there 
must be some definite ciaus6 for-the migration* If her were conteht 
no man would leave his home'. It is. because all men are seeking free­
dom that theyvfollow in the footstepa of the Pilgrims. .Is this: In­
flux of freedom I'O'vLng souls a danger to. American life? ..
"America with her unique e^pes^iance of multifornt,contacts of 
races and peoples'ia in-a position to invest th^-concept-of deD^op- 
rasy with a broader ,and richer meaning that any nation .has dgne thus 
far. She .can, if she will,.-set. to work to mold her future civilisa­
tion consciously and utilize to the full the numberless heritages 
brought 'to her shores. She can,, if she will, develop the principles 
of tolerance as -no people has yet dared, to do. She can, if she will, 
encourage the seaich for the unique -and the distinctive in s’ocial 
life,,'side by side with a strong emphasis upon the basically ,human 
interests. She cani^if -she will, make of herself the greatest dem­
ocratic republic in the history of man."l*
d. Danger in Misinterpreting the Meaning of Freedom and Democ-.
rasy:
The danger to American aife’^lies in"the misinterpretation of 
the terms freedom and democrasy'.-^Dare'we ad^it. these alien, peo'ples 
who have never tasted of freedom and' demociaaBy and then leave them 
alone-to interpret"the fundamental'-principles of American life?
When names like RasanSky, Moollini, and He Connely appear on our 
ballots, are we sure they stand for-* the spirit of America 03^0 they 
represent the old autocratic ideals of Europe? Do we consciously 
set out to invest thes’s symbo^ of America with the^r deepest- and
fullest meaning?-
l.Democrasy Assimilation - Drachler - Page 25
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B. The Process of Making and American;
1. The Object of Americanization:
Woodrow Wilson expressed the object of Americanization when 
he defined the word "freedom”. He says, *Is not the greatest thought 
that you can have of freedom, - the thought' of it as-a gift that 
shall release men and women' from all that pulls them back from being 
their best and from doing, their best, that shall liberate their en­
ergy to its fullaat limit, free their aspirations till no bounds 
confine thera,aBd fill their spirits with the jubilance of realiz­
able hope?"l»
2. The Method of the State:
.The State 'and public spirited Americans have built organiz­
ations by which they endeayor to make Americans.. A Polish mother 
living-in a large American city, expects to give birth to a child.
^he nurses from the pre-natal clinic have prepared the way so that 
this, new ‘American might be physically well-bom. After his birth, 
the Home Nurses* Association cares for him until he has passed the 
danger line of infancy. Then, he is turned oyer to the Baby's Dis- 
pensary. When his. mother starts- to work agdin, the day Nursery As­
sociation cares, for him. Finally, he goes to kindergarten. Public 
School, has the use of free libraries, play graundjs, and city p'arks. 
His physical, mental, and social freedom are assured,- what of his 
spiritual freedom?- If we agree that America is a Spirit then the 
deepening of American concepts must be done through the- spiritual 
life. Some will -say that in-all that is done 'fhroh^in bJietheiStatal 
the immigrant child cannot help but catch the -spirit of America^
Would we dare to rely on him catching American health, American
education, or American- social ideals?- Just as we must train those. ^ 
1. The New Freedom - Woodrow Wilson - Page 59.
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pha'ses of life-iio-we must train his spiritual life. The American 
spirit of freeUom was found "by Hus and' Luther as they searched the 
Scripturea.^ We ar^ agreed that the State must not ^attempt int-erpret- 
ing 'the .Scriptures f-6r its people, therefore the State cannot com­
plete the ,process of Tuaking Americans' but must-.depend upon the Ghurqh.
An Example of How the Protestant Church Makes Americans:
Where -the Protestant Church has been at work among the inuni- 
grantsV' let us see 'the- reSiUts 'of the leaven of Christ -in thei? 
hearts*
In the winter of 1914 the name of Hrs.Orlikovski appeared on 
the calling list of the Church Visitor. Mrs. Orlikovski was the moth^ 
er of a family of six children, she had been''Oathdl'ic but before her 
marraige had given up the Church and -h^ married an atheist. She l^ad 
been reported to the. Church Visitbr as a prospective member of the 
Home Department of the Churah.% When the Visitor was making her first 
call upon Mrs.Orlikovski, es .she neared the door she heard loud 
vcyices, children .crying, and a great confuSion of other noises. As 
she stepped on-to the bac|: porch and peared into the kitchen, perfect 
bedlam met her gaze: babies, children, wash tubs, dirty dishes, and 
a disheveled woman scolding 'at the top of her voice and using lan­
guage-unfit for childrenis ears. The Visitor could-ndt'remember what 
she had said during her brief visit but she was conscious of a great 
relief when she left. :She ^recalled that she had asked Hrs.Orlikovski 
to. aoma to the Home Department meeting for women the following af­
ternoon in the church parlors, Mrs,.Orlikovski had 'respundqd with a 
long excuse the biuden of which was that it was nepessary for her 
to go to c.ourt regarding something a .neighbor had done.
The Church Visitor was young and had not seen muulh of the seamy
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Side of life. It looked like an impossiMe task to create high, i-- 
deals in the heart of this woman. With such a dirty home, quarrel­
ing with lier neighhors, and using such dreadful language,what kind 
of a citizen could she he -and what hope was there for her c'hildren 
hecoming good citizens?^ It seemed like an^ impossible task,’ it was 
.almost revolting, hut the Visitor knew that the regeneration of 
this woman must *take- place,.
Month after month and year after year the Church Visitor ap- 
.peared at the hack door of ifathis horn?. Tirelessly she invited the 
mother to the Home Department and to 'the church and the children to 
Sunday School, -church cluhs, and the Vacation Church School. The 
ohildren oame 'spasmodically -hilt their very irregularity showed a 
weakness in their training.-When they did appear they were dirty and 
unkempt. The .children attended the Public Schools but as soon as 
they werevold enough they-went "to. work. The entire family life, was- 
on a-veiy luw plane. The'Visitor felt that the only solution for 
the family .was to give the mother a glimpse of something higher and 
better in or,der that .she might see her life in its true perspective.
At last,, in the winter of 1919, an opportunity presented itself. 
In order to brqak do.wn -the barriers tha.t. k.ept many-wopisn from coming 
to the Home Department, small ueighbprhood meetings were .held in the 
homes of the ^active members of the Home Department. Ten homes were 
selected for these meetings. Xo thesje mettings the women invited 
their neighbors for an afternoon ^jarty.. The Pastor and Church Vis- 
'itor attended each meeting euid after the women hadhad a little vis­
it a short prayer service was held followed by a question period. 
•Mrs. -Orlikovski attended one of these meetings and in the free, con­
versation period demonstrated that with her the use of course lang­
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uage 'V7aa not a lost .art* The Bible lesson that day was "Blessed are 
the pure in heart for they shall aee God."- This was the first time 
that' MrS'.Orlikovslci had ITstened with understanding to the words of 
Christ. As she sat there amohg her neighbors a feeling she could 
not explain came into her heart. TShe had a chance- to compare quietly 
with herself the two neighbors- who were Christians^ arid she realized 
there was a difference which she wanted to overcome. When at the
^ 'v
close of the meeting she was invited to attend the Home Department 
at the church parlors, modifying her language very much she replied, 
"Goshi YOU’bet r*ll be therel"--And she was there*
^The Home Department had its usual effect upon Mrs. Orlikoyski. 
"Geel If I'd hnown it was like this I*d a come sooner. Mrs.Zlamal 
will come when I tell her about itl"*
From that time on ’Mrs.Orlikovski became a faithful attendant 
of the Home'Department* Her boys and girls, now growing up began to 
come regularly to Sunday School. If the house was not in apple pie 
order when the Church Visitor made her re^iilar monthly calls,
Mrs* Orlikovski was confused and offered profuse- apologies* Her daugh­
ters began coming to the young peoples* meetings e.nd joined the 
girl6' clubs. Sooft one of the girls began to take piano lessons and 
another vocal lessons. The f^ily bo.ught three tickets for the church 
Lecture Course.. Pretty center pieces began to appear on the tables 
in the home, the front door was unlocked, arid the Church Visitor no 
longer-made her calls in the kitchen among the washtubs but^ d^t "^pn 
a leather chair in the li-ving room*
This change was going on for three years. At each Easter and ' 
ChristifiaB time =When a special 'effort was being made to bring men and 
women to accepit Christ, 10:s.0rlikd-vskl‘ was given a personal invit-
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ation and each time she refused, finally, in the spring of 1923, .
at the pre-Easter consecration services, Mrs.Orlikovski, one of her 
sons and two of her daughters dedicated their lives to the service 
of Christ, On the night of her baptism the Softening and refining 
process that had been going on in the life of ja.rs,Orlikovski actu- 
g,lly intensified, a certain modesty and dignity seemed to radiate 
from het. As she came up from the baptismal waters, the Church 
Visitoy who was waiting torassist her was reminded of the first time 
she had met Mrs.Orlikovski. As she pictured the contrast, she reali­
zed the power of the leaven of Christ in the heart of the JmimiS^^afit, 
Ernm a cursing, -vulgar foreigner wh^ose ideals were a menace rather 
than a help to American life, she stood before her a worthy citizen, 
a woman with the ideals of Christ, who had learned that freedom came 
through control. Ko civic institution had been abler.to save Hrs.Or- 
likovski, she had needed the Church*
Hundreds of stories, all different because h’-iman nature differs, 
might be told of the rebuilding b^ the Church of the spiritual lives 
of foreigners. It is a, process that must take place in thd lofe of 
every immigrant bn order to make America safe for democrasy.
G. The Challenge;
As the Slavic immigEant woman comes to our shores seeking a 
richer and fuller life,, shall we deny her the object of her a^est? 
Shall we look upon the tired face and queer old couhtry clothing 
with scorn and ridicule? Or shall we see in her a potential Christ­
ian American citizen? Shall we ieavehhEr along to find the best in 
American life and then wonder why anarchy, atheism, materialism, and 
Polshevisra develop rapidly in American life and increasingly threat­
en its stability? Shall we permit the Slavic immigrant woman to in­
terpret for herself the spirt of America? Or shall we, lovers of 
America, ardent "believers in all the priniples for which America 




1. Do you believe that America is a .spirit?
2. Where does the danger in ra,ce mixture ia«Amarlaarl-ia?
3. (Tan a foreigner become Americanized without the Protestant Church?
4. Discuss the contributions to American life made by the Slavs*
5. How many generations ago did your forefathers come to America?^ 
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